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ABSTRACT 
The electron swarm parameters in gases, such as drift velocity, mean energy, 
diffusion coefficient, ionization and attachment coefficients, are obtained in unif01m fields 
by both the Monte Carlo method and the Boltzmann equation analysis. These studies 
provide basic data to visualize the fundamental processes operative in the discharge. The 
influence of a magnetic field, applied perpendicularly to the electric field, with a focus 
on the influence on ionization coefficient and transverse and perpendicular drift vel0cities. 
has been studied by the Monte Carlo method. 
In SF
6 
the nonequilibrium behaviour of electrons in nonuniforrn fields was fount.I 
that to be significant in nonunifonn fields and high pressure breakdowns such as streamer 
and corona discharges. 
The streamer formation and propagation in SF6 is simulated by the Monte Carlo 
method in which photoionization is included as a secondary source of electrons and the 
space charge field is calculated according to the Poisson equation. The simulated streamer 
shape explains. for the first time. the expelimental observation in SF
6
. 
Negative and positive corona discharges are also studied in SF6 • Because of the 
nonunifonnity of the applied field and its distortion due to space charge, the Poisson
• equation is solved on a sub-uniform cell to improve the accuracy. The development of
electron avalanches is due to the ionization and photoionization in the high field region.
while the quenching of the avalanches is due to the space charge field suppression. Also
the accumulations of positive and negative ions are studied in detail and compared for
111 
different voltage polarities. The theoretical analysis of streamer and corona discharges has 
the advantage that it avoids the equilibrium assumptions used by other authors. 
IV 
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For many years there has been a great interest in predicting theoretically the growth of 
a gaseous c.JischaJge from its initiation. by perhaps a single electron. to the stage when 
currents of many ampere may flow and the gaseous dielectric has undergone a rapic.J 
transition from the insulating to the conducting state. The range of electrode geometries 
and experimental conditions (voltage, pressure, temperature, etc.) that may be encountered 
in a practical situation is so large that no satisfactory general method for following the 
discharge development has been found. Nevertheless, with the advent of powerful 
numerical techniques and modern computers. great advances have been made during the 
last few years in discharge simulation fqr a variety of discharge models. 
1.1 Classification of Discharge Simulations 
The development of a gas di ·charge can broadly be classified according to the applied 
field which could be uniform or nonuniform. Basically, there a.re three breakc.Jown 
mechanisms according to the applied field E, pressure p and gap length d. These are 
Townsend, streamer and leader mechanisms. 
1.1.1 Townsend Breakdown Mechanism 
In uniform fields with small pd values breakdown is caused by electron collisional 
ionization and econdary emission from a cathode. It is assumed that, if one initial 
.., 
electron is released from the cathode. it gains energy from the external field while drifting 
to the anode, meanwhile it loses energy <luring collisions with molecules. If the field is 
high the electron acquires enough energy to make ionization collisions anJ produces a 
pair of new electron and positive ions. This process will repeat and the initial ekctrnn 
multiplies exponentially. The positi\'e ions prnJuceJ by ionization will also produce ne,, 
electrons by impacting on the cathode. pru, itletl their energy i · higher than the cathode 
work function. Assuming a is the number nf electrons produced by ionization rcr unit 
distance in the direction of field (Tmvnsentl first ionization coefficient) anJ y i-; the 
number of electrons released from cathuJe per primary electron (Townsend secontlary 




( 1. l) 
in which I0 is the initial ctment. In an attaching gas, if T] is the attachment coefficient. the 
current growth [ 11 is according to 
ae (a-T))d_,, 
I=I 
o a-11-ay (e (a-,.,)d_l)
The breakdown criterion in a non-attaching gas is 
and in an attaching gas is 
1-y (e «d _l) =O
a -11 -a y ( e ( a -TJ l d -1 ) = 0 
leading. under ce1tain conditions. to the simplified criterion 
(1. 2) 







The Townsend breakdown theory is well understood and generally applies to low 
pressure gas discharges. 
1.1.2 Streamer Breakdown Mechanism 
In the Townsend breakdown mechanism, the formative time lag should be at least equal 
to the ion transit time ti. At large pd values (eg. in air. Pd>200 torr.cm), the 
experimentally determined time lags have been found to be much shorter than t;. 
Furthe1more, cloud chamber photographs have shown that under ce1tain conditions the 
space charge developed in an avalanche is capable of transforming the avalanche into a 
plasma streamer. To explain these observations Meek, Loeb and Meek, and independently 
Raether [ 1], postulated the su·eamer theo1y of breakdown based on the following 
considerations: (1) when an avalanche moves close to the anode, there is a distribution 
of positive ions with highest density near the anode; (2) the positive ion charge will 
produce field distortion in both radial and axial directions and it will be greatest at the 
head of the avalanche; (3) in the surrounding gas, photoelectrons are produced which 
initiate auxiliary avalanches directed towards the stem of the main avalanche, if the space 
charge field developed by the original avalanche is comparable to the external fielcl. (4) 
region of positive ions left behind by these avalanches lengthen and intensify the space 
charge of the main avalanche in the direction of the cathode and the process develops as 
a self-propagating su·eamer. Meek and Craggs [1] suggested that the c1iterion for the 
4 
transition from an avalanche to a streamer occurs when the radial field of the positive 
space charge attains approximately the same magnitude as that of the externally applied 
field. Streamer breakdown occurs both in uniform and nonuniform fields. In nonuniforrn 
fields, if p<p
c 
(a c1itical pressure) corona m.:curs around the sharp electrode. then develops 
into streamer breakdown. while if p>p, stre;.imer bre;.ikdnwn occurs directly. only when 
the gas is attaching. 
Theoretical analyses of stre;.imer breakdown have been proposed under 
simplification and assumptions in He [2--1-1. H: [5], SF,, [6.7] and N2 [8-11] by Monte 
Carlo simulation [ 11 l and continuity equ;.ition an;.ilysis. Several aspects of this then:-} still 
need to be studied in det;.iil. 
1.1.3 Leader Breakdown Mechanism 
When the gap is long (>Im) there is ;.i different breakdown mechanism. the k;.idcr 
breakdown mechanism. For a long gap to breakdown. very high voltage should be 
applied across the gap. Because the field is highly nonuniform (e.g .. in a positive rnd­
plane), the field near the ;.inode is so high that ;.ivalanches and streamers develop bec;.iuse 
of the strong ionization near the anode. These electrons heat the sun-otmding gas by 
colliding with molecules. up to a temperature in the order of 10-1 K. Thermal ionization 
st:uts and changes the area ·uITmmding the anode to a hot plasma channel. the leader 
channel. Because of the thermal ionization this channel is of high conductivity and very 
small axial field. The head of the channel is approximately of the anode potenti;.il. This 
enhances the field in a wide range ahead of the channel and cau es more new streamers. 
5 
The electrons of the new streamers are collected to the head of the channel and lengthen 
the leader until it extends to the cathode. 
In a leader breakdown, the corona may develop first, then into a streamer. the 
latter making a transition to a leader. Because of the complexity of leader breakdown. 
there are only a few measurements and empirical theories. Full understanding and 
explanations are still to come. Among the empilical theo1ies is the hypersonic (detonation) 
and Volte1rn model by Kekez and Savic. For details, the reader is referred to a review by 
Kekez and Savic[12]. 
1.2 Scope of the Present Investigation 
1.2.1 Evaluation of Electron Swarm Parameters in Uniform Electric Fields 
The Monte Carlo simulation and Boltzmann equation analysis in uniform fields relate the 
microscopic parameters (collision cross sections) to the macroscopic parameters of the 
gases (drift velocity. mean energy, diffusion coefficient, ionization and attachment 
coefficients). These studies provide basic data for visualizing the fundamental processes 
operative in the discharge. Since the collision cross sections in some gases have been re­
measured in recent years. it is necessary to re-analyze the swrum parameters in these 
gases (eg. N2 ) or provide the complete swann parameters over a wide range of E/N (E. 
the elecuic field and N the gas number density) in those gases where the early studies 
were restricted to a small range of E/N . In chapter 2, the general methods of the Monte 
Carlo simulation and Boltzmann equation analysis ru·e introduced. In chapters 3, 4 and 5. 
6 
the swarm parameter· in 2 f 131, 02 [ 1-+I. air. mixtures of N2 and 02 [15] and mercury 
vapour[ 16- l 8] are studied either by the Monte Carlo simulation [ 13,15,l 6,181 or the 
Boltzmann equation analysis [ 1-l-.17]. 
1.2.2 The Influence of a Magnetic Field on Swarm Parameters 
A study of the influence of a magnetic fie!J applied perpendicularly to the electric field 
on the ionization and breakJown mechani.sm in gases is useful since there are possible 
practical applications such as a magnetically controlled thyratron as a high-voltage switch. 
Such a study by the Monte Carlo method in mercury vapour is presented in chapter 6 
with the focus on its influence on ionization coefficient, transverse and perpendicular 
velocities and energy distiibution function [ I LJ-211. 
1.2.3 The Non-equilibrium Behaviour of Electron Swarms in Nonuniform Fields 
Generally, in a uniform electric field. the transport and rate coefficients are dependent 
on the reduced electric field E/N. When the field is rapidly changing with position (non­
unifo1m) or time. the transpon parameters and rate coefficient may differ from the 
predictions made on the basis of the local field. Because of the complexity of the non­
equilibrium behaviour, the swarm parameters have been analyzed in non-uniform fields 
in only a few gases [22). In chapter 7, the electron mean energy, drift velocity, ionization 
and attachment coefficients are calculated by the Monte Carlo method and compared with 
the equilibrium values obtained under the uniform field conditions. This investigation 
[23.24] is very useful in high field or high pressure breakdown such as corona on.set and 
7 
streamer breakdown. 
1.2.4 Streamer Breakdown in SF
6
The early simulations of streamer development and propagation were carried out in He 
[2-4], H
2 
[51, SF6 (6,7] and N2 [8-10] by continuity equation analysis due to the long CPU 
time consumed by the Monte Carlo method [11]. The disadvantage of the continuity 
equation method is that all the transport and rate coefficients have to be well known prior 
to the analysis and are assumed to be in equilibrium with the reduced electric field. Since. 
in streamer breakdown, the space charge field considerably distorts the applied field and 
makes the total field highly nonuniform, the equilibrium assumption is erroneous 
according to the non-equilibrium study �f Boeuf and Marode [25] in N
2 
and Liu and 
Govinda Raju [23, 24]. The only Monte Carlo simulation of streamer formation in N2 was 
done by Kline and Siam bis [ 11] at low pressure (p=l TolT). 
In chapter 8 [26.27]. the streamer in SF6 is simulated by the Monte Carlo method. 
The space charge field is calculated from the one-dimensional Poisson equation. 
1.2.5 Simulation of Corona Pulses 
There is another important discharge phenomenon in the highly nonuniform field before 
su·eamer or leader breakdown: the corona discharge which is a self-sustained discharge 
confined close to the high-field electrode. Experimental studies [28,29] of corona activity 
have shown that it appears in the form of cuffent pulses (or Trichel pulses). Morrow [30-
33] developed the corona theory on the basis of a numerical solution of the continuity
8 
equation and the Poisson equation. The same equilibrium assumption has been employed 
in his theory. The present investigation in chapter tJ 134-36] simulates the negative and 
positive corona pulses in SF6 by the Monte Carlu method, which avoids the equilibrium 
assumption. 
Chapter 10 presents the conclusions and suggestions for future research. 
Published literature on gaseous di.1.,char!!es is extensive and covers a bewilderin!! 
� � � 
range of phenomena: covering electric fields in the range of 200 ::; E ::; l 0.- V cm 1• ga.1., 
number densities in the range of 3x 10'" ::; ::; 3x 1020 cm·3• gap lengths in the range nf
1 ::; d ::; 103 cm. Theories have been proposed to explain the phenomena over a limited 
range of parameters, often eluding a general approach. This thesis is meant to provide a 
unified approach. The Monte Carlo method has been shown to yield satisfactory results 
in evaluating electron warm parameters in uniform electric fields (chapters 3-5) and in 
de cribing the discharge phenomena in nonuniform electric fields (chapter 7) and 
discharges under special conditions such as crossed magnetic fields (chapter 6). An atomic 
gase (Hg vapour), non-attaching gas (N2 ) and attaching gases (02 • air, SF6 ) have been 
tudied to further demonstrate the general applicability. Improvements and speci;,.il 
considerations incorporated in each case were clearly delineated as the research 
progres ed. In view of the large amount of data obtained during this study. background 
mate1ial has been condensed to a very large extent. References are provided at the end 
of the thesis. Due to the large numbers of references, those before 1968 are cited from 
review papers and refeITed to as [ ·ee # ], where # is the reference number from which 
the complete reference index can be found. 
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CHAPTER2 
MONTE CARLO METHOD AND BOLTZMANN EQUATION ANALYSIS 
Modelling and simulation of a gas discharge is accomplished by two basic methods: (i) 
the Monte Carlo simulation and (ii) the Boltzmann equation analysis. In the Monte Carlo 
method, the motions of electrons are followed by a statistical method and the swann 
parameters a.re directly derived from the sampling data, whereas the electron energy 
distribution function (EEDF) is solved from the Boltzmann equation in the latter method 
and the swarm parameters are obtained by the appropriate integration of EEDF. 
2.1 Monte Carlo Method 
Considering a background gas in a uniform el�ctric field in the -z direction at t=O. n0
initial electrons are released with 0.1 eV energy. The enu·y direction angles 8 and <I:> of 
the initial elecu·ons ar·e selected randomly according to a cosine distribution. 
sin e = J1 - w2 (2.1) 
(2.2) 
where w is related to a random number R1 uniformly distributed between O and l by 
w = 2R -1 
1 
(2.3) 
The elecu·on moves in a time step dt (mean flight time approach) or a distance step ds 
(mean free path approach) under the force of the electric field E. The new position and 
energy of the electron are calculated according to the equation of motion. the probability 
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of collision and the nature of collision w·e dete1mined by comparison with random 
numbers. The process 1s discussed for mean free path approach and mean flight time 
approach separately. 
2.1.1 Mean Free Path Approach 
In a unifo1m field, an electron moves 111 a pw·abolic orbit until it collides with a gas 





where QT is the total collision cross section in cm2 and E is the electron energy in e V. 
Because � is a function of energy, A is dependent on position and energy. The constant 
mean free path model is inappropriate for almos; all gases. The mean free path is divided 
into small fractions, ds=AIM and the probability that an elecu·on collides with u gas 





The smaller ds is. the longer the calculation time becomes. though we get a better 
approximation. The collision event is decided by a second random number R2 . If no 
collision occurs in this ds. the motion of the electron at the next step ds is calculated. fn 
the case of collision, the appropriate energy is subtracted from the electron according to 
the nature of the collision. which is also decided by a random number R,. and the 
direction of the electron after collision is assigned according to isotropic distribution. 
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Then the motion of the electron at the next step ds is calculated. This is discussed in 
section 2.1.3 in greater detail. 
2.1.2 Mean Flight Time Approach 
The mean flight time T
m 





N Q.J_e) V(e) 
(2.6) 
where V(e) is the electron velocity. If the difference in the mean flight time calculated 
according to equation 2.6, corresponding to the energy at the beginning and end of a free 




However. this constant collision time model collapses for many gases. Braglia [37] 
divided T
01(£0) at time t0 when the electron struts the free path by M, i.e., 
(2.8) 
If M is sufficiently large, the collision frequency can be considered to remain constant 
in dt and the probability of collision in time step dt is 




= 1- e r,,. 
(2.9) 
The above two methods have the disadvantage that the CPU time required to calculate 
I 
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the motion of electrons is excessively long. This problem can be overcome by the null 
collision technique (Lin and Bardsley l3X I and Boeuf and Marode [25]). If we can find 
an upper bound of collision frequency f111 ," 
lrruu = Max [ N Q/E) V(E) ] = N o; V





the assumed total collision cross section Qr' is 
where Q11u 11 is called the null collision cross section. 
(2.10) 
(2. I I) 
(2.12) 
The position and energy of an electron in time interval dt undergo the following 
variation 
1 
dz = VzO dt + - a (dt)2
2 





where e is the electron charge. dx, dy and dz a.re the distances travelled along x, y and
z directions. respectively. dE is the energy gain in the interval. Vxo· Vyo and V,0 are the 
initial velocity components at the beginning of the interval dt and a is the acceleration in 
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where subscript O means at the beginning of interval dt and m is the mass of an electron 
and VO is the initial velocity. 
Having determined that a collision takes place after a certain time interval dt, we 
can determine whether the collision is null or real. Let P 1 be the probability of a real 
collision 
p = QT 
1 
(2.21) 
If P, > R 2 the collision is real. otherwise the collision is null and we proceed to the next 
collision without any change in electron energy and direction. For real collisions the 
nature of the collision is determined in the following way. P2 ,i is the probability that 
collision process i takes place, i=l,2, ... N, including momentum transfer, vibration. 





determines the collision process j. The energy change is described as: 
for momentum transfer collision 
E
1 
= ( 1 - :1c l - COSO ) ) Eo
for vibration, excitation and dissociation collisions 
for ionization collision 
E =1 
where M is the mass of atom. Llc\ is the energy loss due to collision i and 
q = sine cos<f> 












T = cose (2.32) 
The subscripts O and l represent "before collision" and "after collision". After collision. 
the new angles are dete1mined by isotropic distribution 
where R-l and R5 are also random numbers. 




The motion of electrons are proceeded to successive time steps until a terminated 
time or position is reached. The electron position and energy are sampled at constant time 
or position. The electron transport coefficients are calculated as 






















where W is the drift velocity. a and 11 are ionization and attachment coefficients, z is the 
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average distance travelled at time t in time -;ampling and t the average time to travel 
distance z in position sampling. n+ J.nd 11 ° are the number of positive and negative inn, 
produced at position z. 
In the mean free path and the mean flight time approaches. the motion of electrons 
is calculated in a time scale of Tn/M. while in the null collision technique. it is in T
"' 
scale. In this way the null collision techni4ue -;aves CPU time. But in some situations. 
such as in crossed electric anc..1 magnetic fo�lc..l.s and nonuniform fields. this technique i.s 
not applicable because of the fast change of fields during T
m
. 
2.2 Boltzmann Equation Analysis 
In a Boltzmann equation analysis. the electron energy dist1ibution function (EEDr:l i, 
solved from the Boltzmann equation 'and the swa1m parameters are obtained by 
appropriate integration of EEDF. There are t\\.\l ways to expand the EEDF: the spheric:?! 
ha1monic expansion and the Fourier expansion. 
2.2.1 Spherical Harmonic Expansion 
The form of Boltzmann equation 1391 is 
� F(r,V,t) + a · 'vv F(r,V,t) + V · 'v
r 
F(r, V,t) = J [F(r, V,t)] 
at 
where F is the EEDF. J is the collision integral. F can be expanded a 
(2.-+0) 
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F (r, V,t) = .E fk>(V) ® ( -v7l n(r,t) (2.41) 
k=O 
The transport coefficients are defined through recourse to the continuity equation for 
electrons 
a n(r,t) 
.E w (k> ® ( -V/ n(r,t) 
k=O 
(2.42) 
where n is the electron density, w<0) is the reaction rate (the ionization or attachment rate). 
w< 1 l is the drift velocity, and w<2l is the diffusion tensor. 




... f2)(V) ... (2.45) 
The solution of Eq.2.43 is through a Legendre expansion, the same computation 
techniques can also be applied for fi 1) . 
n-1
f (e,8) = .E h(E) P;(cos8) (2.46) 
i=O 
A change of variables has been made. E=m V2/2. P;(cosS) is the ith order of Legendre 
function. Due to the complexity of the solution. usually a two te1m (n=2) solution has 
been used. A multiple tenn solution provides better results, but with much longer CPU 
time. 
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2.2.2 Fourier Expansion 
The Boltzmann equation used by Tagashira er ol. l-+01 is employed here: 
(2.-+7) 
where n(£'. z. t) is the electron number density with £. z. t as the energy. space and time 
variables. respectively. v
c
, vE:. v 2 are the change rates of electron number density due to 
collision, applied field and gradient respectively. Eq. 2.47 ha a imple physical meaning: 
the electron number density is conserved. 
3 e+e., 1 
Ve = � N [ 2; Qm e 2 n(e.z,t) + L J (e1) 2 Qex n(e1.z,t) de1 -
i(e,z,t) 
€ € 
1 -+€1 -+14 1 1-q q -
f ( f + f ) P(q,e
1) (e1) 2 Qi(e') n(e1,z,t) de
1 
ckJ ]
€ 0 0 
V
E 
= -E i(e,z,t) 
I 1 
- a a 
[ E e 2 -( n(e.z,t) e 2) + - n(e,z,t) ]
ae az 
(2.-+�) 




where Q,1 is the momentum collision cross section, Qex is the excitation cross section 
including vibration and dissociation cross sections, Q; is the ionization cross section, erx
is the excitation onset energy, and P(q,£) is the probability for the pa1tition ratio q:( 1-q) 
of the remaining energy (£-£;) after ionization. 
The solution of Eq. 2.47 can be w1itten m the form of a Fourier expansion 
(Tagashira et al. l40]) 
(2.52) 
where s is the parameter representing the Fourier component and 
(2.53) 
(2.54) 
where w11 (n=O, 1.2, ... ) are constants. 
where 





+ �(e) Ho(is) + G(e) Ho(is)2 + w(s) H
0 
= 0 (2.55) 
3 --
2m a 2 E 2 a E 2 <f>(e) H = { [- N-(Q E ) - - - (-) ] H0 + 0 M ae m 6N ae QT 
3 £2 .! a 1 BHo[ 2m N E 2 Q + _ E 2 -(-)] + 
M m 3N ae Or ae 
I 
£2 € 2 
3N Qm 
(2.50) 
1 1 f 1 E 2 E E [ -- (-1- +ei) Qi(-- +e) Ho(-- +e; , s) +a 1 -q -q 1 -q 1-q 
1 1 1 ( � +e;) 2 Q;( � +e;) Ho(� +e
1
,s)] dq - e 2 Q1 Ha )
q q q q 
1 
= � 2e � [ E1 a 1 e 
2 aH
0 �(E) Ha -(-) H0 + 2 - -- ] 





making all the coefficients of (is)" in Eq. 2.55 equal to zero 





( 2 .60) 
(2.61) 
<l>(e) J;. + v(e) A + �(E) /1 + G(e) fa - Wa f2 - w2 /0 + w1 /1 = 0 (2.62) 






fo = 0 (2.63) 
It is pointed out here that Eq.(10) in Tagashira et al. [40] missed the term G(E)f11 
included in the last two equations. In Eq. 2.60 to Eq. 2.63. f11 and w11 (n=0.1.2 .... ) are. 
respectively. electron energy distribution of various orders and their eigenvalues. They are 






N f e 2Qi fo de 
e, 
ao .!_ c» 1 
1 e 2 E e a --w = [-j-frde +-J--(f, e 2)de]-(w A -w A -w )
2 3N Q o 3N Q ae i 0'·2 i i o2 
0 T O T 








A0 is usually refeITed to as the normalization constant. The solution of Eq.2.47 is obtninecl 
by an inverse transformation 
where 
n(E,Z,t) =
1 .. f e me -w(s)r Ho( E,S) ds
21t -oo 
- * a*
a if cf3 1=(-1) w* t-
= ifro + /,1 - + f2- + /3 - + ... ) e*·
3 az* e war \jl(z,t)










( 2. 71) 
(2.72) 
Each equation in 2.60 to 2.63 contains f
n
. df./d£. cJ\/rJ£2 and unknown cnnsrant-; 
w0 • w0n and A 11 that are determined from the solutions of fn. Those equations can be snlwd 
by a finite difference method using a relaxution and backward prolongation technique . 
Here relaxation means: fir t. w
0
, w011 and An are assumed and substituted into Eq.2.60 to 
2.63. then those derived second equations are solved by a finite difference method \\'ith 
a backward prolongation technique. New values of w0 • w011 and A 11 are c.ilcul:1tc:'tl 
according to Eq.2.6-.J. to 2.69. and substituted into Eq.2.60 to 2.63 again. This prucc.'I., i., 
continued until the difference between the mth and (m+ 1 )th values of each nf the 
eigenvalues and parameters is less than ±0.1 ln-. The following finite difference equaliu11s 




Assuming Fn(E)=O when E>emax , and dividing the energy range (0, Emax) into M 
small intervals £(0), E(l), ... £(1), ... E(M) where M=[Ema/L1E] and representing fn(£) by f11(0), 
fn(l), .. .fn(I), .. .t�(M), Eq.2.60, as an example, becomes 
C1 (/)/c0(/) + C2(/) ofo(J) + C ([) a2fo(l) + LC4(l +k)f,0(1 +k) + C = 0
ae 3 a� k 
5 
I = 0, 1, ... , M
3 2 1 
C ([) = [ 2mNe(l)zQ (/) + !i_E(/)2�(-l-)] 2 M m 3N ae Q./,./) 












E (- + E.) 
q 
I 
lqz = [ ---
] 
.6.E 
Substituting Eq.2.73 and 2.7..J. to Eq.2.75. we obtain 
C1(/)J;0(/) + Cz
(










L C/1 +k) fo(I +k) + C5
k 
+--------
From Eq.2.84, f0(I-I) can be obtained from til). f0(I+l). fo(T+k).f0(rq 1 ) and t� 1(lqcl 
(backward prolongation). If the first two values of tiM), t�(M-1) are estimated ( \\'hich 
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is not difficult since t�(M) can be obtained from Eq.2.84 assuming all t� are zero at the 
right-hand side). It should be noted that t�(Iqi ) and f0(Iq2) in Eq.2.80 ;ire alreaJy known 
since Iq 1 and Iq2 are greater than I. The backward solutions for f 1 and f2 are si mi Jar tn 
Eq.2.84 except that an extra constant C6 is added after C5 . 
for f 1 solution: 
1 





c. = �� 2e I E(/)ij__(_l_) f,(l) + 2 e(I) 2 afi(l) J +3N m ae Q.J,l) 1 Q.J.l) ae 
1 r;- e(I) 2 3N � -;;; Q.J.l) fo(l) - Wz fo(l) + wt fi(l)
(2.85) 
(2.86) 





... f0 • If the initial estimates for f0(M), f0(M-l) and w0, w00 and A,, a.re not 
appropriate. the computation diverges. Otherwise 5-10 relaxations are neeJed to .satist\ 
the 0.1 % difference. Since w0 • w 1 and w2 have physical meaning, i.e., w0 is the ionization 
rate. w 1 the TOF (time of flight) d1ift velocity, and w2 the longitudinal diffusion 
coefficient. they are not difficult to estimate. 
The electron swaim parameters are defined according to three observational 
principles: 




where subscript T represents time of flight parameters, V; is the ionization rate, W the 
drift velocity and DL the longitudinal diffusion coefficient. In an attaching gas. the 
attachment rate is calculated in a same way as Eq. 2.64 except <1n replacing Q;. 
b. Pulse Townsend Parameters (PT)
E J
"' 
E 8 -1= - - - -( fo(E) E ) dE
3N O QT 8E




c. Steady State Parameters(SST)
fo(E) + Pf1(E) + P
2.{z(E) + P3./;(E) + ... fs(E) = --------------
1 + PA 1 + p 2A2 + p 3 A3 + ... 
.. 1 
V iS = N [ E
2 Qi(E) /s(E) dE
1 t¥e 1 f .. E2D
5
= - - - - fs(E) dE
3 m -r:' 0 QT
where 13 is the root of the equation
2.3 Comparison of two methods 










The electron swa1m parameters can be obtained by both the Monte Carlo method
) 
2� 
and the Boltzmann equation analysis. ln some cases. e.g .. a Townsend discharge in which 
the predominant mechanism of electron growth is primary ionization. the two· methods arc 
equivalent. In other cases. like streamer and Corona discharges. because of the complexity 
of non-equilibrium behaviour in non-uniform fields the Boltzmann equation analysis 
introduces certain simplifications and assumptions and the two methods are not exactly 
equivalent. The Monte Carlo method. though more CPU time consuming. is considered 
more accurate and used as a check for the v;.ilidity of the Boltzmann equation analy"is. 
This is also one of the purposes of this work. Be.sides. in some other cases. e.g .. electrical 
discharges in cros ·ed electric and magnetic fields (chapter 6). the Boltzmann equation 
analysis is not applicable due to the fact that reliable electron-molecule collision 
frequencies a.re not available to cover all a
.
spects of the discharge development. Thc1sc 
considerations require that we determine the range over which the Boltzmann am! the 
Monte Carlo methods are equivalent from the point of view of swarm parameters. 
An analysis on the basis of the Boltzmann equation also serves another purpose. 
The electron d1ift velucity in gases may be measured by four Jifferent methods . .t., 1H>ted 
by Tagashira et al. [40]. At high values of E/N all methods do not yield the same drift 
velocity because. in the presence of ionization. the experimental methods do not directly 
measure the drift velocity as specified in the transport equation and are calculated by 
solving the Boltzmann equation. However. with the Boltzmann analysis it is possible to 
derive relationships between the drift velocities measured by va.iious experirncnt:tl 
techniques. It is essential. then. that an equivalence of the two methods be established for 
a correct interpretation of the expe1irnental results. 
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CHAPTER 3 
TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS IN N2 BY MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
3.1 Introduction 
Electron swarm parameters in nitrogen have been widely studied in view of the 
fundamental interest in the collision cross sections as a function of electron energy. 
Theoretical approaches fall into mainly two categories; (i) a Monte Carlo simulation in 
which the motions of individual electrons a.re traced until they reach a predetermined 
position either in space or time, (ii) the Boltzmann equation which is a continuity 
equation in phase space for the electron energy distribution function, which is the 
staiting point for most quantitative theories of transp01t coefficients and on which a large 
number of papers have been published. 
Engelhardt et al. [see 13] used a time and space-independent Boltzmann equation 
(usually known as the Holstein solution [13]) to de.rive a self-consistent set of cross 
sections by fitting the calculated swarm parameters to the measured values. The analysis 
of Engelhardt et al. adopted seven inelastic collision cross sections in all, one of which 
is an ionization cross section and the remaining six are considered as excitation cross 
sections. They relied heavily on the measurements of Schulz [see 13], who used the 
trapped electron method to deduce the behaviour of the excitation cross section near 
threshold. Because the Holstein form of the Boltzmann equation neglects the effects of 
ionization and diffusion on electron energy distribution function the assumed excitation 
cross section at large energies was too large to compensate for the neglect of ionization 
term. For example, the cross section increased from 2 x 10· 17 cm2 at 20 e V electron 
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energy to about 2.9 xl0- 16 cm2 at 24 eV. Taniguchi et al. [41] studied the development 
of electron avalanches in nitrogen for E/ values from 56.6 to l 131 Td (1 Td = I 0- 17 V 
cm2) by a Boltzmann equation method by taking into account the effect of c)flcJt and c)f/c)z 
on the energy distribution. Here f is the electron energy distribution, t the time antl z the 
distance in the direction of the elect1ic field. The cross sections fnr vibrational excitation 
are considered separately for their quantum number v = 1 ro 10. Since those calculations 
were published. detailed expe1imental data for the electronic excitation cross sections of 
eighteen states of nitrogen have been published [42-441 and Tagashira et al. [45] have 
presented a re-analy is of their earlier work. The published excitation frequencies for the 
respective electronic states lie within the experimental eJTor of Cartwright [ 43]. 
The Monte Carlo approach has been adopted by Kucukarpaci and Lucas H<il in 
nitrogen for high values of E/N varying .from 14 to 3000 Td. The excitation loss of 
energy had onset energies of 6.22. 7.39. 8.59 and 11.05 eV. The experimental results 
of Canwright [43] show cross sections for 19 different .states and these are renormalized 
by Trajmar et al. [47]_ Further new theoretical vibrational excitation cross sections ha,·c 
been de1ived by Hazi er al. [ 48]. lt has been found desirable to use the, e new data in a 
Monte Carlo simulation and investigate their influence on the swarm parameters. 
In this chapter. first the cross sections deiived by Engelhardt et al. [see 131 are 
used in the simulation to establish the validity of our program. Then the newly published 
data are used to calculate the swarm parameters. The 10 vibrational cross , ections 
referred to previously are adjusted only slightly to obtain good agreement between the 
theoretical and measured drift velocity. The 18 excitation cross sections are similarly 
adjusted to fit the ionization coefficient. The calculated drift velocity. mean energy and 
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ionization coefficients agree well with the newly measured values. The simulation was 
used to obtained the electron swarm distribution, the energy distribution function and the 
collision frequency for each state, as well. 
3.2 Collision Cross Sections 
Two sets of collision cross sections have been considered in this chapter. Set one i from 
Engelhardt et al. [see 13] and set two from the combination of the newly published cross 
sections [ 42,45,46,48]. 
3.2.1 Momentum Transfer Cross Sections 
Set 1 £ < 70 eV Engelhardt et al. [see 13] 
Set 2 £ < 1 eV Engelhardt et al. [see 13] 
<c.< 4 ev Itikawa et al. [ 49] 
€ > 4 eV Trajamar et al. [ 47] 
The momentum transfer cross sections in set 1 are greater than those in set 2. 
3.2.2 Vibrational Cross Sections 
Some details of the vibrational cross sections are given in Table 3.1. The vibrational cross 
sections of Set l are much lower than those for Set 2. 
3.2.3 Excitation Cross Sections 
The excitation cross section in Set 1 is very large, 2.8 x 10· 16 cm 2 over a wide range of 
energy, 25.5 < € < 150 eV. Also the dissociation cross section of Spence and Schulz[50] 
is included in Set 2. 
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Set 1 onset= 6.7 8.4 11.2 12.5 14 
loss (eV) 
Maximum 0.56 0.42 1.0 0.4 2.8 
(x 10· 16 cm2) 
Set 2[60] (a) onset = 7.56 8.04 8.65 9.46 9.72 
loss (eV) 
(b) Maximum 0.21 0.31 0.34 0.12 0.10 
(x 10· 16 cm2 ) 
(a) 9.26 10.11 11.10 11.90 12.3 
(b) 0.34 0.12 0.38 0.01 0.06 
(a) 12.81 13.11 12.75 13.4 12.66 
(b) 0.18 0.08 0.01 0.2 0.12 
(a) 12.94 13.17 13.28 
(b) 0.06 0.03 0.02 
TABLE 3.1 Vibrational cross sections 
Set l Set 2 
Onset Loss Peak Onset Loss Peak 
Energy Energy Value Energy Energy Value 
eV eV (x 10· 17 cm1 ) eV eV (x 10· 16 cm2) 
0.29 0.29 1.63 0.29 0.29 6.8 
1.70 0.59 1.52 1.77 0.57 4.6 
1.80 0.88 1.69 1.89 0.86 2.2 
1.90 1.17 1.30 2.05 1.13 1.5 
2.0 1.47 1.04 2.10 1.41 0.5 
2.20 1.76 0.6 2.31 1.68 0.6 
2.30 2.06 0.44 2.10 1.95 0.3 
2.50 2.35 0.24 2.35 2.21 0.2 
5.0 5.0 0.42 2.47 2.47 0.08 
2.73 2.73 0.04 
For Set 2 u = 1 to 4 Hazi et al.[48] 
u = 5 and 6 Schulz[see 13) 
u = 7 to 10 Boness et al. [see 13) 
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3.2.4 Ionization Cross Sections 
The ionization cross section for both sets is from Rapp and Englander-Golden [see 131 
which has been used in almost all analyses. Figure 3.1 shows this cross section up to an 
energy of 100 e V along with other cross sections. For clarity only the total of vibrational 
and excitation cross section a.re shown. 
3.3 Comments on Cross Sections Used in Set 1 
In deriving the cross sections in Set 1, Engelhardt et al. [see 13) used a backward 
prolongation method to solve the following Boltzmann equation 
( 3 .1) 
where k is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, � the vibrational or excit.1tion 
cross section and f(e) is the energy distribution function. 
In Eq.3.1, it has been assumed that diffusion and ionization have no effect on the 
energy distribution function rende1ing f(e) space and time independent. As shown by 
Thomas (51], this assumption is an approximation as there exists a density gradient in the 
direction of the field due to ionization. Fmther, the last two tenns of Eg.3.1 do not 
include the ionization process. The drift velocity, ·mean energy and ionization coefficient 
have been calculated in this chapter using the Boltzmann Eq.3.1 and a Monte Carlo 
Simulation carried out to investigate the effect of approximations made. For o:/N, the 
results of the Boltzmann analysis of Eq. 3.1 agree well with the experimental values of 




















Fig.3.1 Cross sections as a function of electron energy in N2 • Qm - Momentum transfer,
I.Qex - Sum of excitation cross sections, I.Qv - Sum of vibrational cross sections, 





with the experimental results. But the Monte Carlo simulation results are lower because 
the excitation cross sections in the high energy region £ > 20 e V is even higher than the 
ionization cross section. Typically, at an electron energy of 30 eV the ionization cross 
section is l.05x 10- 16 cm 2. but the assumed excitation cross section is 2.8 x 10· 16 cm 2. 
Neglecting the ionization term necessitateJ the assumption of such a large excitation cro.,s 
section [see 13] to simulate the ionization energy loss. This means the cross sections of 
set 1 are not accurate. The use of more recently published cross sections (set 2) iilnng 
with the Monte Carlo method 111 which there is no need to make such restrictive 
assumptions yields more accurate results us desc1ibed in the next section. 
3.4 Method Description 
In the Monte Carlo simulation. we have adop�ed u mean collision time approach. The 
position and energy of each electron. including the initial and newly generated electrons. 
are sampled at a ce11ain time interval. In all calcubtions. it was found necessary to adjust 
the cross sections slightly to fit the calcubted sw<.1rrn parameters to the measured v:ilues 
and form a consistent set of cross sections. The 10 vibrational cross sections referred to 
earlier are reduced by 20% to fit the d1ift velocity data. Among the 18 excitation cross 
sections. the first 10 valence states (onset energy < 12.5 e V) are reduced by l 017£:- and the 
further 8 dipole states are increased by the same amount to fit the ionization coefficient. 
The calculations have been caITied out over a range 56 < E/N < 560 Td. A reference 
temperature of 0°C at which N = 3.54 x 10 16 cm·3 has been considered.
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3.5 Results and Discussion 
3.5.1 Electron Distribution Along the Gap 
Figure 3.2 shows the electron density distribution at different sample times. Starting with 
n0 initial electrons the number of electrons increases exponentially with time (distance 
from the cathode) depending on E/N. At low E/N (E/N < 282 Td) some of the initial 
electrons are reflected to the cathode. 
Figure 3.3 shows the electron position distribution at various sample times, the 
distance traversed along the field increasing linearly with time. The gap length varies 
from 1.04 cm at E/N = 226 Td to 3.08 cm at E/N = 564 Td at the termination time of 50 
ns. 
3.5.2 The Electron Drift Velocity and Mean Energy 
The electron drift velocity W is obtained by a least-square approach from Fig. 3.2 and the 
mean energy is calculated by averaging of sampled energies. Figure 3.4 shows the results 
along with the results from some recent papers for the purpose of comparison. The drift 
velocity of Kucuka.rpaci and Lucas [ 46] is higher than those obtained in this study, 
particularly at high values of E/N. For example at E/N = 508 Td Kucukarpaci and Lucas 
[ 46], using a Monte Carlo simulation. obtain a drift velocity of 5.8 x 107 cm/s compared 
with 5.2 x 107 cm/s. This difference, the magnitude of which is not unacceptable, is 
possibly due to the fact that they used a lower vibrational cross section of Spence anti 
Schulz [50]. The present values agree very well with the analysis of Ohmo1i et al. [52], 














Fig.3.2 Electron density distribution as a function of sampling time at various constant 
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Fig.3.3 Electron center of mass position as a function of sampling time at various 
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Fig.3.4 Electron drift velocity (W) and mean energy (£") as a function of E/N. Curves. 
this work. Symbols for W: • Ref. [46], X Ref. [52], • Ref. [53], • Ref. [54], 




the measurements of Fletcher and Reid l531 and Wedding et ul. [54]. 
The mean energy reported in this study agrees very well with those obtainecl by 
Kucuka.rpaci and Lucas [46] suggesting that the lower vibrational cross sections used by 
these authors influence the drift velocity of electrons more than their mean energy. 
3.5.3 Ionization Coefficients 
Figure 3.5 shows the ionization coefficients in nitro!.!en as a function of E/N. The result., � � 
agree very well with the expe1imental values of Haydon and Williams [55], Wedding et
al. [54] and other selected data [56-58]. 
3.5.4 Collision Frequency 
Figure 3.6 shows the collision frequencies for 10 vibrational states and dissociative (onset 
energy= 9.8 eY) collision. The ionization collision frequencies are also included in the 
same figure. The vibrational excitation frequencies first reach a narrow peak at low E/N 
and then decrease as E/N increases. The collision frequency decreases with increusing u 
from l to lO. For example, for the first ,·ibrational state, u = l, it has a m.J.ximum 
collision frequency of 2.6 x l 08 s· 1 that decreases to 1.8 x 10° s· 1 for u = l 0. It can be 
·een that the energy loss at low values of E/N is due to vibrational excitation and :1t
higher values of E/N ionization provides the main source of energy k)ss, in agreement 
with the conclusions reached by Engelhardt er al. [see 13] und Kucukarpaci and Luca. 
[46]. 
Figure 3.7 ·hows the excitation collision frequency for the valence states: in the 
range of E/N studied. only the A3�,+ (curve 1), B37t
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Fig.3.5 a/N as a function of FJN. Curve, this work. • Ref. [55], • Ref. [54), X Ref. 





































Fig.3.6 Collision frequency as a functio
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Fig.3.7 Excitation collision frequenc
ies for valence states as a function of
 E/N. Curve
nos. are as follows: 1 - A
3I./, 2 - B37tg, 3 - W
311u. 4 - B' 3Zu-, 5 - a'
1 Lu-, 6 - a 1 rcg,
7 - W 1 11U. 8 - C
37tu, 9 - a,!I./. (N2)
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appear to have reached the maximum. For other states the frequency continues to 
increase. Haydon and Williams [55] in their measurement of ionization coefficients 
observed that the secondary ionization coefficients which increased rapidly with E/N were 
considered to have two components: a fast component due to photons and positive ions 
and a slower component due to the A
3
�,+ metastable state. The contribution due to this 
metastable state reached a peak value at E/N = 540 Td, which agrees very well with the 
data shown in Fig. 3.7. 
Figure 3.8 shows that the excitation frequency for dipole states increases with 
increasing E/N. Figure 3.9 shows the normalized excitation coefficients o/N for A3I:/ and 
compares them with published results. Levron and Phelps[59] have measured the rate 
coefficient 8/N (which is analogous to a/N) for electron excitation of the same metastable 
state and obtained coefficients varying from 2.6 x 10· 19 cm2 at E/N = 4.7 x 10· 16 V cm2
to 1 x 10· 16 cm2 at E/N = 2 x 10· 15 V cm2 • The latter value agrees excellently with our 
value of 1.05 x 10· 16 cm2 and the agreement is equally good at lower values of E/N. The 
theoretical results of Ohmori et al. [52] also agree very well with our results. It should 
be noted that the results presented here as well as by Ohmori et al. [52] are a summation 





3I:/ states because the measured
excitation coefficients for the A/f./ state[59] are assumed to include the cont1ibutions of 
cascading from all of the triplet states of N2 • Phelps and Pitchford [60] have de1ived the 
excitation coefficients using both the isotropic model (only the first two tenns in the 
Boltzmann solution) and the anisotropic six term model. At higher values of E/N the 
excitation coefficients obtained by both methods agree with the measurements but at low 





















Fig.3.8 Excitation collision frequency for dipole states. Curve from top to bottom 
1 - Momentum transfer collision frequency included for reference purposes, 2 
- b''rru, 3 -b'1tu, 4 - C'
1
�/. 5 - G31tu, 6 - C'1tu , 7 - F
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Fig.3.9 Excitation Coefficients for A3�,.+ and C31tu levels. Curves show results of this 
work. A3I.u+ X Ref.[52], 0 Ref.[59], C31tu /:l. Ref. [52], � Ref. [61], • Legler 





considered to be largely due to errors introduced by the two-term model rather than to 
errors from the isotropic scattering assumption. 
The coefficients for the C'TCu state obtained in this study are again lower when 
compared with those of Ohmo1i et al. l521. Considering that these authors have 
combined the coefficients for the E3I./ state in their results together with the fact Lhut u 
Boltzmann solution was used. agreement with the present results is considered to be quite 
satisfactory. The experimental results of Tachibana and Phelps 1611 were obtained using 
drift tube techniques from measurements uf the absolute intensity of the 2nd positive 
system emitted when electrons drift through nitrogen in the presence of an electric field. 
These results agree with those of Legler [see 13] whose measurements extend up to E/N 
= 780 Td. Our results are lower than those due to Legler for E/N > 110 x10· 17 V cm 2 and 
an explanation for this difference is not uvailable ut present. It is pointed out. however. 
that the coefficients reported in this study a.re based· on counting the number of events 
whereas the Boltzmann method makes use of the energy distribution for the determination 
of swarm parameters. 
3.5.5 Electron Energy Distribution Function 
The energy dist1ibution functions for va1ious E/N values are shown in Fig. 3.10. The 
energy disuibution function is dependent on time. distance from the cathode and the 
electron energy. The Monte Carlo simulation has the advantage of showing the energy 
distribution at any position and time, though these details are not shown in Fig.3.10. for 
the sake of brevity. However. the following conclusions can be drawn from a study of the 























































































































































































seems scattered and has a large peak at low energies. With increasing time f(E) tends to 
stabilize and the peak of the energy distribution is attenuated. The average energy 
distribution has a peak value varying from f(E)=0.23 at E/N=169 Td to 0.07 at E/N=564 
Td because of the increase in mean energy. The shape and peak value of f(E) agree well 
with the results of Ohmo1i et al. [52] who used a Boltzmann analysis in their study. 
3.6. Conclusion 
A Monte Carlo simulation has been canied out in nitrogen at high values of E/N using 
a set of newly published cross sections. Several useful results such as drift velocity, mean 
energy, ionization coefficient and energy distribution function are obtained and they agree 
well with other theoretical and experimental results. New data on collision frequencies 
for ionization dissociation and va1ious excitation states are repo1ted. 
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CHAPTER 4 
TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS IN 02, AIR AND N2 AND 02 MIXTURES 
4.1 Electron Swarm Parameters in 02 by a Rigorous Boltzmann Equation Analysis 
As seen from chapters 2 and 3. the Monte Carlo method is simple, accurate and very time 
consuming, while the Boltzmann equation method is complicated, but uses less CPU. 
Since the two methods yield the same result in the Townsend discharge, it is worthwhile 
to obtain the swarm parameters by the latter method. 
4.1.1 Introduction 
Oxygen is an electron attaching gas and its electron swann parameters have been 
investigated experimentally and theoretically by a number of authors over restricted 
ranges of E/N. For example, Schlumbohm [see 14] has measured the drift velocity and 
ionization coefficients up to E/N = 3 x 104 Td. The attachment coefficients have been 
measured by several investigators. for example. Frommhold [see 14]. The theoretical 
studies in oxygen have been summwized in Table 4.1. In solving the Boltzmann equation 
it is usual to make some assumptions to simplify the problem and the solution, specially 
the assumption that the energy distribution function is independent of space and time, 
which is usually known as the Holstein [see 14] Form. This technique applies only to low 
values of E/N ( < 200 Td); at higher values the de1ived dist1ibution deviates increasingly 
from the true distribution. Only Masek et ul. [63] and Taniguchi et al. [64] have used a 
rigorous approach. Masek et ul. [63] have neglected ionization and dissociation for 1 < 
E/N < 200 Td whereas Taniguchi et al. [64] consider only three body attachment limiting 
• 
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their investigation to 1 < E/N < 30 Td. The Monte Carlo simulation of Al-Amin et al.
[65] covers a very wide range of E/N, but neglects attachment coefficients at low values
of E/N. It is the purpose of this section to evaluate all the swarm parameters over a wide 
range of E/N using a iigorous Boltzmann equation 
TABLE 4.1 Summary of previous theoretical work 
Author 




Price et al. [70] 
Masek[73] 
Masek et al. [63] 
Masek ec al. [71] 
Taniguchi et al.[64] 
Al-Amin et al. [65] 






Range w E Ek ri a. f(E)
0.01-150 X X X X 
10"3-200 X X 
90-150 X X 
15-152 X X X X 
1-140 X X X X 
1-200 X X X 
10-200 X 
1-30 X 
14-5650 X X X X 
0-130 X X X X 
20-5000 X X X X X 
Holstein Fo1m of Boltzmann Equation 
Boltzmann Equation 










HBE Valid for low E/N 
HBE Drived Q." 
Curve fitting to 
Exp. 
HBE Valid for low E/N 
HBE Valid for low E/N 
BE Neglects a. and 
dissoc. 
HBE 




No TJ, emphasis 
on heavy particle 
BE Valid for wide 
E/N range 
analysis which adopts the Fourier method for the solution rather than the solution based 
on spherical harmonic expansion of Phelps and Pitchford [67]. In view of the excellent 
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agreement obtained between the calculated and measured swarm parameters over the 
entire range of E/N the cross sections adopted here form a consistent set. 
4.1.2 Collision Cross Sections in 02 
Six kinds of collision cross sections have been adopted: elastic, vibration, dissociuti ve 
attachment. excitation, dissociative ionization and ionization cross sections. The total 
elastic collision cross section is taken from Ramsauer and Kollath [see 14] for 0.1 < E < 
1 eV, Brown [see 14] for 1 < E < 50 eV and Sunshine et al. [see 14] for 50 < E < 100 
e V. The eight vibration and the three excitation cross sections are taken from Hake and 
Phelps [see 14]. The dissociative ionization cross sections are taken from Rapp et al. [see 
14] and the ionization cross section with an onset energy of 12.2e V is from Rapp and
Englander-Golden [see 13]. The dissociative attachment cross section is taken from Schulz 
[see 14]. The onset energy for each state is listed in Table 4.2. Because there are no 
experimental elastic and excitation cross sections for £ > 100 e V they are estimated 
TABLE 4.2 - Onset Energy For Each State 
Qvl Qv2 Qv3 Qv4 Qv5 Qv6 Qv7 Qv8 <1.n Qexl Qex2 �x3 Qdis Qi 
2.37 0.56 0.75 0.93 1.12 1.30 1.47 1.46 4.4 4.4 8.0 9.7 20. 11.2
Qy = Vibrational Cross Section 
Qatt = Attachment 
Qex = Electronic Excitation 
Qdis = Dissociative Ionization 
Qi = Ionization 
from Al-Amin et al. [65]. Some of the cross sections are adjusted slightly to fit the 
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calculated drift velocity and ionization coefficients to the experimental values. The finnl 
set of cross sections are shown in Fig. 4.1 at =3.54 x l 0 16 cm-3•
4.1.3. Boltzmann Equation Method 
The Boltzmann equation is solved by a finite difference method usmg a backward 
prolongation and relaxation technique as explained in Chapter 2. The attachmenl cross 
section should be added to other cross sections to L)btain the total cross sectinn. The 
highest energy at which the computations a. re terminated is dependent on E/N as below: 
Ema, = 50 eV 
E
111ax 
= 100 eV 
Emax = 200 eV 
20 < El < 200 Td 
200 < E/N < 900 Td 
900 < E/N < 5000 Td 
This range is divided into 2000 points and the energy distribution functions of various 
orders are solved at the e points. The three kinds of parameters. namely. the Time of 
Flight (TOF). Pulse Townsend (PT) anJ SteaJy State Townsend (SST) are calcuL.LLcd 
from the energy distribution functions (Tagashira et ul. [40]). 
4.1.4. Results in 02
The calculated drift velocities W
Trn
·· W PT and W "'iT are shown in Fig.4.2. The measured 
drift velocities for the following E/N ranges are also shown in Fig.4.2 for compari.,011. 
Schlumbohrn [see 14] 
Naidu and Prasad [68J 
Fleming et al. [69] 
Al-Amin et al. [65] 
120 < E/N < 3 X 104 Td 
15 < E/N < 15 0 T d 
1.5 < E/N < 21 Td 
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Fig.4.2 Drift velocity as a function of E/N. Experimental results: • Al-Amin et a{[65], 








The Time of Flight drift velocity agrees well with those experimental values in the range 
of 20 < E/N < 500 Td. Figure 4.3 shows the ratio of longitudinal diffusion coefficient to 
mobility Ddµ and mean energy for PT and SST. For low E/N values (20 < E/N <100 Td) 
the present calculation of Ddµ agrees with those of Al-Amin et al. [65]. In the range of 
100 < E/N = 1000 Td the calculated values of Ddµ are lower by a few percent compared 
with the Monte Carlo simulation results of Al-Amin et al. [65]. The agreement is much 
better when compared with the experimental results of Schlumbohm [see 14] over this 
range. At higher values of E/N (> 1000 Td) the values agree very well with the only 
available experimental data of Schlumbohm [see 14]. The present mean energy agrees 
very well with the theoretical values of Price et al. [70] in the range of 15 < E/N < 150 
Td. The mean energy de1ived by Al-Amin et al. [65] is higher. These authors consider 
three limiting cases in their simulation since the differential scattering cross sections are 
not satisfactorily defined. In Case A, both the elastic ana inelastic scattering are according 
to the elastic differential cross section and in Case B, the elastic scattering is according 
to the elastic differential cross section and the inelastic scatteiing is isotropic. In Case C, 
both the elastic and inelastic scatte1ing are isotropic. The true scattering is expected ta be 
in between these cases. The mean energies calculated for A, B and C by these authors 
agree with each other for E/N < 300 Td. The mean energy for the Case A condition rises 
from 5.29 eV to 160 eV in the range of 28.3 < E/N < 5650 Td. For the Case B condition 
the range of mean elecu·on energy is between 8.44 to 115 e V for the same range of E/N. 
For the Case C condition the mean electron energy increases from 4 to 56.7 e V for the 
range of E/N between 14.1 and 2825 Td. The present mean energy, which agrees with the 









Fig.4.3 The ratio of longitudinal diffusion coefficient to mobility DJµ and mean energy. 
D
L
/u, 0 Lowke and Parker[see 14], • Schlumbohm[see 14] • Al-Amin et al[65] 





results of Al-Amin et al. and requires fu1ther investigation. Al-Amin et a!. [65] neglected 
the attachment cross section, adding it to the excitation cross section. This means that low 
energy electrons that would otherwise have been removed from the swarm due [() the 
attachment continue to gain energy until they reach excitation threshold. thereby 
increasing the mean energy. 
The ratio of£ and DL/µ for Maxwellian energy distribution function is 1.5. r-m 
other distributions the ratio will be different and in the present study it is about 2 over 
the entire range of E/N. 
Figure 4.4 shows the calculated attachment and ionization coefficients. Considering 
attachment coefficients first, the three body attachment process is important only at values 
of E/N < 10 Td and is not considered in this section. The calculated attachment 
coefficients are dependent on the cross sections employed for a particular mechanism and 
for dissociative attachment we have adopted a cross section which is 90% of those 
obtained by Schulz [see 14]. Since the accuracy of measurement is 15% this is considered 
to be reasonable. This cross section has a peak of L.3 xrn·1R at 6.7 eV with an onset
threshold of 4.4 eV whereas the earlier measurements of Craggs et ul. [see 141 slw\\'ed 
an onset energy of 4.7 eV with a peak of 2.25 x 10· 1� cm2 • The cross section given by
Buchelnikova [see 14] is also 1.3 x 10·18 cni 1 in agreement with the results of Schulz [see
14]. In an effort to resolve this discrepancy Schulz measured the absolute positive cross 
section 0/, which is used to convert the measured cuITent to normalize the cross section. 
and determined that a confidence error of I 5% should be associated with their cross 
section data. Asundi et al. [see 14] also reported a peak cross section of 1.32 x 10-ix cm :: 























E / N ( Td ) 
Fig.4.4 Ionization coefficient and attachment coefficient as a function of E/N 
a/N, 0 Schlumbohm[see 14], • Naidu and Prasad[68], • Price et a!I70]
71/N. • Grunberg[see 14], • Naidu and Prasad[68], � Harrison and Geballe 
[see 14]. (02)
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Therefore, it is clear that the cross sections used in this chapter are identical to that of 
Schulz when all of the associated errors are taken into account. 
For E/N > 20 Td the results of Harrison and Geballe [see 14], Grunberg [see 14] 
and Naidu and Prasad [68] are compared with the present results. Considering the 
accuracy with which the attachment coefficients could be measured the agreement is 
excellent. Harrison and Geballe [see 14] have calculated n by measuring the 
prebreakdown currents in parallel plane gaps over the range of 75 < E/N < 180 Td. The 
mechanism is considered to be a dissociative attachment of the type 02 + e -+ 0/ -+ 0 
+ o-. Grunberg [see 14] evaluated the attachment coefficients by the current pulse
technique over 0.3 < E/N < 90 Td and observed a peak at E/N = 32 Td. These results 
agree very well with our results as shown in Fig. 4.4. Naidu and Prasad [68] have 
measured mobility diffusion and attachment of electrons simultaneously by using a 
Townsend type of electron collector comprising a central disk and coplanar rings. The 
evaluated attachment coefficents need to be corrected by a rather involved theory and, in 
spite this uncertainty, their results agree very well with the present results. A detailed 
comparison of the attachment coefficients with some of the previously published data are 
shown in Fig. 4.5. 
The results of Grunberg [see 14], Har1ison and Geballe [see 14] and Naidu and 
Prasad [68] have already been commented upon. The measurements of Huxley et al. [see 
14] agree with those of Chanin, Phelps and Biondi [see 14] for E/N < 60 Td, alth0ugh
the experimental techniques were different. At E/N > 75 Td the attachment coefficients 
are derived by measuring the prebreakdown currents of Hanison and Geballe [see 14], 
Prasad and Craggs [see 14] and Freely and Fisher [see 14]. They show wide scatter. 
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probably due to the fact that the simultaneous evaluation of ionization and attachment 
coefficients are subject to considerable error if the experimental parameters are not 
carefully chosen [see 14]. The measurements of Dutton. Llewellyn, Jones and Mor�::in 
. 
� 
[see 14] and Frommhold [see 141. cover only a narrow range of E/N and only the 
theoretical analyse of Masek et u/. [see 14. 71 J and Price et al. 1701 cover the range (if 
E/N up to l50 Td. The present results lie between the results of these two groups. :1s 
shown in Fig.4.5. 
The ionization coefficients are defined for TOF in two different ways [-W J.
( 4. 1) 
or more simply 
(4. 2) 
where viT has already been defined in chapter 2. Eq. 2.87. The coefficients calculated 
using either definition are shown in Fig. -l.-L which cle::i.rly demonstrates the excellent 
agreement obtained over the entire range of E/N studied. For the purposes of clarity only 
the more recent data are shown in Fig. 4.4: references to other data can be found in the 
bibliography by Dutton [72]. 
Table 4.3 gives values of the swarm parameters. Figure 4.6 shows the zero order 
energy distribution function t�(E) at various values of E/N. As expected, with increasing 
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Fig.4.5 Attachment coefficient as a function of E/N. (02) 
( T d ) 
CPB, Chanin, Phelps and Biondi[see 14]; M, Masek[71], NP Naidu and 
Prasad[68]; G, Grunberg[see 14]; HG, Harrison and Geballe[see 14]; PC, Prasad 
and Craggs[see 14]; FF, Freely and Fisher[see 14]; DJM, Dutton, Llewellyn 
Jones and Morgan[see 14]; F, Frommhold[see 14]; LG, Present calculation 
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TABLE 4.3 Tabulate Values Of The Swarm Parameters in 02
E/N WTOF w?T WssT E?T EssT DJµ a/N °'ilN fl/N 
Td 107cm/S 107cm/S 10
7cm/S eV eV eV 10-11cm2 10-11cm2 · 10-11cm2
20 0.49 0.18 
30 0.63 0.63 0.63 3.05 3.05 1.55 0 0 0.24 
40 0.77 0.77 0.77 3.34 3.34 1.74 0 0 0.26 
50 0.91 0.90 0.90 3.59 3.59 1.87 0 0 0.27 
60 1.03 1.03 1.03 3.80 3.80 1.99 0 0 0.27 
70 1.15 1.15 1.15 3.99 3.99 2.08 0.01 0.01 0.25 
80 1.26 1.26 1.26 4.17 4.17 2.21 0.03 0.03 0.25 
90 1.37 1.36 1.36 4.35 4.35 2.24 0.05 0.05 0.24 
100 1.47 1.46 1.46 4.52 4.51 2.33 0.07 0.07 0.23 
130 1.76 1.73 1.74 5.01 5.00 2.54 0.22 0.22 0.21 
200 2.38 2.27 2.29 6.14 6.09 3.05 0.94 0.92 0.21 
300 3.21 2.88 2.93 7.80 7.63 3.84 2.80 2.70 
400 4.00 3.39 3.50 9.45 9.11 4.56 5.20 4.89 
500 4.73 3.85 4.00 11.03 10.49 5.27 7.80 7.15 
600 5.42 4.27 4.48 12.53 11.79 5.83 10.40 9.32 
700 6.05 4.67 4.92 13.95 12.99 6.40 12.93 11.42 
800 6.63 5.05 5.34 15.31 14.13 6.90 15.36 13.31 
900 7.17 5.40 5.75 16.61 15.21 7.40 17.66 15.11 
1000 7.71 5.74 6.00 17.90 16.85 7.95 19.95 16.77 
1300 8.96 6.73 7.26 21.28 19.01 8.98 25.56 21.03 
• 2000 11.93 12.65 37.51 28.74 
3000 14.80 16.78 49.43 35.82 
4000 16.97 21.29 55.84 39.22 
5000 19.09 26.18 55.80 39.60 
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Fig.4.6 Zero order energy distribution function at various E/N values. (02)
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4.2 Electron Swarm Parameters in Air 
4.2.1 Introduction 
For electric engineering purposes a study of the breakdown strength of gases is imprntant 
and involves the electron drift velocity (W). mean energy (£) and Townsend':-- fir:st 
ionization coefficient a. A large volume of data has been published in the literature 17-+I 
on the electron transport coefficients in several gases over a wide range of E/N. The data 
required for engineering purposes generally fall over a wide range of E/N. For partial 
discharge studies the E/N values lie in the range 750 - 1200 Td. For high pressure 
breakdown the same parameter lies in the range uf 90 - 150 Tu. Data in the intermedi:tt� 
range are often required for theoretical analysis of leader and streamer propagation aheac.J 
of an electron avalanche. In choosing an approp1iate value for the transport coefficients 
one is confronted with a bewildering set of data obtained under different conditions. 
using a variety of experimental techniques. Fu1the1more. the range of E/N covered by 
.. individual investigator· is restricted to a nwrnw range to preclude general applicability. 




and air is considered to be 
valuable; in this section the values calculated using Monte Carlo simulation are reported. 
4.2.2. Air and Other 02 + N2 Mixtures
Several empirical formulas have been suggested in the literature for the calculation nf 
swarm parameters in mixtures of gases. Since their applicability is very limitec.J the 
parameters are sometimes calculated using the fractional sum approach. For example. the 
ionization coefficient in a mixture of gase is calculated according to [75]. 
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( 4. 3) 
in which a is the first ionization coefficient and x is the fraction of a component in the 
mixture. As a further refinement in the theoretical approach, the collision cross section 
of the mixture 0m may be derived from individual cross sections as [76], 
( 4. 4) 
where 1/NQm
ix 
is the number of collisions per cm drift of the electron. This approach has 
the advantage that all transport coefficients may be calculated using the same set of cross 
sections and therefore there is self-consistency. In our calculations we have adopted a new 
approach. When an electron collides with a molecule in a gas mixture, the result of that 
particular collision will depend upon the collision cross sections approp1iate to that 
species. The Monte Carlo simulation is a more realistic way of tracing the motion of 
electrons in the gas mixture. 
In the Monte Carlo simulation, we have adopted a mean collision time approach. 
The electron swarm parameters are sampled at a certain time interval. The collision cross 
sections in 02 and N2 are the same as adopted in references [13] and (14] respectively. 
Table 4.4 shows the ionization coefficient, d1ift velocity and mean energy in N2 • 
02 and air (78% N2 + 22% 02). The highest difference between previously published data 
and the present values is within ± 6%. 
Two other mixtures with 50% and 70% oxygen are also investigated. A 
comparison of results for these mixtures; as shown in Fig. 4.7, clearly demonstrates that 
the fractional additional methods result in considerable errors. The magnitude of the error 
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Fig.4.7 Difference in the values of ionization coefficients calculated using Eqn. (4.JJ ano 




a. A comprehensive set of data for swrum parameters for N2 , 02 and air over a wide
range of E/N values is calculated using the Monte Carlo simulation or Boltzmann
equation analysis.
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c. The approximate fractional sum method for the calculation of these parameters is
applicable in 0
2 and N2 mixtures only in a certain range of E/N; for certain values




















TABLE 4.4 Electron Swarm Parameters in N2, 02 and Air
aJN oo·17 cm2) 
N2 02 Air 
0 0.07 0 
0.07 0.17 0.08 
0.39 0.92 0.50 
1.80 2.70 1.94 
3.56 4.79 3.59 
4.99 6.57 5.93 
7.05 9.19 6.99 
8.49 10.81 8.17 
9.55 12.27 10.34 
11.34 14.07 11.23 
11.20 15.63 12.35 
15.11 20.67 16.60 
19.72 26.43 20.32 
W (106 cms·1)
N2 02 Air 
3.72 5.7 4.33 
5.36 7.8 6.25 
6.96 9.4 7.76 
8.85 11.3 9.71 
10.80 14.7 11.28 
12.86 16.5 14.06 
18.60 22.82 21.00 
28.35 29.98 30.96 
38.84 38.76 38.36 
45.17 47.78 49.62 
57.78 51.39 55.67 
67.76 59.29 65.05 
84.34 63.52 72.60 
88.25 67.02 78.83 
108.29 69.48 85.99 
129.01 84.63 110.34 







































A COMPARISON OF THE MONTE CARLO METHOD AND THE BOLTZMANN 
EQUATION ANALYSIS OF ELECTRON SWARMS IN MERCURY VAPOUR 
5.1 Introduction 
Mercury vapour is a potentially efficient dissociation laser medium and has been used in 
special applications such as ion thrusters for space propulsion, discharge lamps and arc 
rectifiers. Townsend's first ionization coefficients in mercury vapour have been measured 
by Badareu and Bratescu [see 16], Davis and Smith [see 16] and Overton and Davis [82] 
over a range of 100 < E/N < 7000 Td. McCutchen [see 16] and Nakamura and Lucas [83] 
have measured the drift velocity at 0.7 < E/N < 14 Td though the results of the latter 
authors are considerably more accurate. 
In mercury vapour at low values of E/N the loss of energy is mainly due to elastic 
collisions. Nakamura and Lucas [84] have calculated the swarm parameters by 
numerically solving the Boltzmann equation. However, this analysis is only valid for low 
E/N ( < 50 Td) because they employed a simplified form of the Boltzmann equation in 
which the effect of electron diffusion and ionization on the energy distribution function 
was neglected, rendering the disuibution function independent of position and time. 
Rockwood [85] employed a time-dependent Boltzmann equation to derive self-consistent 
elastic and inelastic collision cross sections through compaiison of expe1imental and 
theoretical drift velocity (for elastic collision cross section) and ionization coefficient (for 
excitation cross section) in the range of 0.1 < E/N < 800 Td. Sakai et al. [86] included the 
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effect of metastable H
g atoms on ionization. 
using a Boltzmann equ
ation analysis in the
range of 50 < E/N < 1
412 Td. In these theor
etical studies using Bo
ltzmann analysis . there
is some approximatio
n to simplify the soluti
on. for example. a two-
te1m expansion for the
energy distribution fu
nction is frequently use
d. The validity of the B
oltzmann method can
be checked by com
paring the resulLs w
ith those obtained u
sing the Monte Carll>
simulation. The latter 
approach has the advan
tage that the motion of 
electrons at all stages 
during its passage alo
ng the gap can be trac
ed. Literature search 
has revealed that such
investigation in merc
ury vapour has not b
een repo11ed. A theore
tical stuUy has the
advantage that cross 
sections may be eva
luateU at ranges of E
/N where experimenta
l
techniques are not acc
urate enough .
In this chapter we hav
e investigated theoreti
cally the electron ener
gy di. tribution
function at values of 
10 < E/N < 1000 Td u
sing both the Monte C
arlo simulation and the
Boltzmann equation 
analysis. The motion 
nf a large number of 
electrons (1000 - 501
1111
is observed until a suf
ficient termination tim
e to attain equilib1ium 
using a mean rnllision
time approach (Brag
lia [371) is reached. 
The nu ll collision tec
hnique [38] has been
employed to save CP
U time anU improve a
ccuracy. The associate
d swarm parameters 
are
calculated and comp
ared with the publis
hed data where availab
le. The excitation cro-;s
sections reported by 
Nakamura and Lucas \8
4\ are observed to be 
too high to y ield g 1w1
I 
agreement between 
the experimental and 
theoretical values of aJ 
. Tiie excitation crnss
sections are ·uitably 
adjusted. Many useful p
rope11ies such as energ
y distribution fonctinn.
drift ve locity. mean e
nergy. ionization coeffi
cient and collision frequ




5.2. Collision Cross Sections in Mercury Vapour 
The momentum transfer cross section (replacing the elastic cross section) for mercury 
vapour is taken from Rockwood [85]. The ionization cross section(onset l_0.43 e V) is 
adopted from Borst [87] for near threshold ionization energy smoothly fitted to the results 
of Hanison [see 16] for higher energies. The initial values for the four excitation cross 
sections (63P0 : 4.67eV, 6
3P,: 4.89eV, 63P2 : 5.46eV, 6
1 P 1 : 6.7eY) are from McConnell and 
Moi 'eiwitch[88]. The 73S
1 
cross section (7.1 eV) is from Labo1ie et al. [89]. A lumped 
excitation cross 'ection ( l O e V) representing upper level excitation is also taken from 
Rockwood [85]. 
As will be discussed later, the four excitation cross sections from McConnell and 
Moiseiwitch [88] are too high and they take most of the energy. The resulting calculated 
ionization coefficients are too low compared with th� measured values (Overton and 
Davis [82]). Different scaling factors to adjust the excitation cross sections are employed 
to obtain a good agreement. An iterative procedure leads to the scaling factors as 
discussed in detail in [ 16]. The present results are consistent with that of Rockwood [85]. 
It was found that the mean energy and drift velocity are not as sensitive as a/N to the 
excitation cross sections. This possibly explains the reason why Nakamura and Lucas 
[84] obtained good agreement with measurements by adopting the unmodified excitation
cross sections of McConnell and Moiseiwitch [88]. Further, it is noted that their 
calculations are at low values of E/N ( < 50 Td) where excitation cross sections have very 
little influence on the calculated d1ift velocity. The final set of cross sections adopted in 
this study are shown in Fig.5.1. In the calculation the cross sections are entered in a 
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5.3 Results of Monte Carlo Simulation 
Since the motion of electrons is traced at all stages and sampled at constant intervals. the 
energy detail gives the mean energy and the energy distribution function. The average 
position of electrons yields the diift velocity. A sufficient number of electrons are traced 
to limit the statistical fluctuation within 3%. At low E/N values ( < 100 Td) due to back 
scattering, 5000 - 3000 electrons are released from cathode while at high E/N values. due 
to ionization. a total number of 2000 - 5000 electrons are traced until a termination time. 
As an example. Table 5.1 shows the statistical fluctuations of the coefficients at two E/ r 
values. Also the termination time vaiies from 750 ns at 10 Td to 10 ns at 2000 Td to 
a.nive at equilibrium. 
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n = final electrons arrived at anode final 
Tmax = termination time 











The electron drift velocity is shown in Fig. 5.2 using the least-mean-square approach. It 
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Fig.5.2 Electron drift velocity and mean en
ergy in mercury vapour .
... , Vd, Sakai et al[86]; e, W, Rockwood[85
]; II, W, Nakamura and Lucas[83];








1.042 x 107 cm/s compared with 1 x \07 cm/s of Rockwood [85]. At high values of E/N. 
the present results are higher than the diffusion modified velocity v. by Sakai et al. [86). 
This was explained by Tagashira et al. l40] in which they defined four velocities. time 
of flight velocity WT, pulsed Townsend velocity W,,. steady state velocity W 5 and the 
diffusion modified velocity V d' They showed that Vu is lower than WT (_the present Monte 
Carlo simulation result) and the difference increases with E/N. This conclusion is also true 
from Fig. 5.2. The mean energy as a function ,1f £/N is also shown in Fig. 5. 2 and agrees 
well with the calculation of Sakai et ul. l86J. 
5.3.2 Ionization Coefficients 
The ionization coefficients shown in Fig. 5.3 agree well with the experimental values of 
Overton and Davies [82], Davies and Smith [see 161 and Badareu and Bratescu[see 16] 
at high values of E/N (> 300 Td). At low E/N values the present calculation results are 
lower than the experimental values. This may be due to the fact that measurement of crJN 
at low values of E/N introduces considerable errors. Sakai et al. [86) included the 
stepwise ionization from metastable Hg atoms using the Boltzmann equation. They 
indicate that only at low E/N values ( < 300 Td). the discrepancy is significant if the 
generation of secondary electrons by metastable Hg atoms is neglected . This is a 
disadvantage of the Monte Carlo simulation because only electrons are traced in this 
method and the collisions between metastable atoms cannot be considered now. 
5.3.3 Energy Distribution Function 
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Fig.5.3 Ionization coefficient
s as a function of E/N. (Hg)
e, experimental values, Overton 




equation numerically it is assumed that the energy distribution is independent of time and 
position of electrons. If f(r, V, t) is the energy distribution function in position r and 
velocity V space. it is assumed in the conventional approach that f is ·eparable amJ can 
be written as 
f= n(r,t)f(e) ( 5 .1) 
where n(r.t) is the spatial and time dependent electron number density and f(c) is the 
energy disuibution function independent of rand t. This assumption is coITect only when 
the elecu·on diffusion can be neglected in comparison with the elecu·on drift as is the case 
at low E/N values ( < 10 Td). At high values the Monte Carlo technique provides a 
convenient method for verifying the energy distribution function as a function of position 
and time. Figure 5.4 shows the energy distribution function at several sample times and 
positions for E/N = 140 Td. At 8 ns after release (F{g. 5.4(a)), the energy distribution 
seems scattered. With increasing time the energy distribution tends to become smooth and 
reache an equilibrium (Figs. 5.4(c) and 5.4(d)). Also shown in Fig. 5.4(d) is the energy 
distribution function from Sakai et al. [86]. Fig. 5.5 shows the equilib1ium energy 
distribution function at vai ous values of E/N. Fig. 5.6 shows collision frequencies for 
vai·ious excitation and ionization collisions. Of the va1ious inelastic processes the collision 
frequency for the 63P2 state remains the highest for the range 120 < E/N < 600 Td, 
accounting for most of the energy loss. Ilic and Anicin [90] repo1t an electron molecule 
collision frequency between 3 x 107 and 1.2 x 108 1/s at vapour densities in the range of 
1.8 x 10' 3 < N < 4.3 x 10 13 cm·3 yielding a reduced collision frequency of 6 x 10' 0 < v 
< 1 x 10 11 1/s, which appears to be too high. However, present results agree with those 
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Fig.5.4 Energy distribution function at vario
us time and positions at E/N = 140 Td. (Hg)
(a) X = 0.066 Cm, t = 8 ns: (b) X = 0.19 cm.
 t = 24 ns; (C) X = 0.36 cm. t = 48
ns, (d) x = 0.58 cm, t = 80 ns; 
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Fig.5.5 Energy distribution functions at various values at E/N. (Hg) 
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Fig.5.6 Collision frequencies as a function of FJN. (Hg) 
vm, momentum collision; I, ionization collision; L, lumped excitation collision 
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5.4 Comparison of the Monte Carlo Method and the Boltzmann Equation Analysis 
The electron swann parameters can also be obtained by the Boltzmann equation analysis. 
The same set of cross sections as used by the Monte Carlo simulation has been adopted 
for easy comparison. A rigorous Boltzmann analysis at high values of E/N (300 ~ E/1 
~1400 Td) is solved by the finite difference method explained in chapter 2. £111a._ is in the 
range of 100 - 150 eV. L\c in the range of ().01 - 0.05 eV for 300 ~ E/N ~ 1400 Td . 
Typically, 10 - 5 iterations are needed. the higher the E/N lower the number of iterations. 
The results are discussed in the following sections. 
5.4.1 Drift Velocity and Mean Energy 
The drift velocities calculated according to TOF. PT and SST definitions are shown in 
Fig. 5.7. The difference between the drift velocities increases with E/N. the TOF drift . 
velocity having the highest value and agreeing very well with the result~ of the Monte 
Carlo simulation (redrawn in Fig. 5.7 as symbol x) of Rockwood, who used a spatially 
independent distribution function. 
Fig. 5.7 also shows the PT and SST mean energies and the characteristic energy. 
Because there is no suitable definition for the mean energy according to TOF. it is 
difficult to compare this with the results of the Monte Carlo simulation as far as the mean 
energy is concerned. The characteristic energy c\=(Du/WT)E agrees very well with that 
of Rockwood. Sakai et al. [86) compare the SST d1ift velocity with those of Rockwood 
[85) and report good agreement. It should be noted that Sakai et al. [86] have incluc.Iec.1 
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Fig.5.7 Drift velocity and mean energy as a function of E/N by Boltzmann equation. 
Drift velocity: x, Monte Carlo result [ 16]; D, Rockrood [85] 
Mean energy: x-x-x-, Monte Carlo result [16]; ~' Characteristic energy 
from Rockwood [85]; 0, Characteristic energy, present 
result. 
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5.4.2 Ionization Coefficient 
Our results a 1 and Uz calculated according to Eq. 4.1 and 4.2 are shown in Fig. 5.8. a2 
agrees excellently with the experimental values of Ove1ton and Davies (82], over the 
entire range of E/N and the earlier results of Badareu and Bratescu [see 16], much better 
than a 1• The SST ionization coefficient is higher when compared with the experimental 
results. 
5.4.3 Energy Distribution Function 
The energy distiibution function of various orders (n=0,1,2) is shown in Fig. 5.9. As 
indicated by Tagashira et al. [ 40], t~(E) and fs(E) are the energy distribution functions for 
PT and SST, respectively. The energy distribution functions of high orders (n ~ 1) are 
much smaller compared to fo(E) and decrease rapidly :Vith increasing E/N. t~(e) agrees 
very well with the energy distribution function sampled at long times, 50 ns after the 
electrons are released in the Monte Carlo simulation. 
5.5 Conclusions 
a The Monte Carlo technique yields satisfactory results for calculation of many of 
the swarm parameters in mercury vapour, without the necessity of making 
assumptions for finding the solution of the Boltzmann equation. 
b Excitation cross sections of McConnell and Moiseiwitch [88], which gave good 
agreement at low values of E/N, are observed to be too high to yield good 
agreement with a/N at high values of E/N (100 - 2000 Td). 
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Fig.5.8 Ionization coefficient as a function of FJN. x, SST; - , TOF by eqn.(5.2); 



























Fig.5.9 Energy distribution functions of various orders at E/N = 500 Td 
_n_, Monte Carlo result (16]; - , Fo(c:); ---, F/c:); -.-., 102F1(E); -.. -, 104Fi(c:) 
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function of time and position. 
d The results of a rigorous Boltzmann equation analysis in mercury vapour ugree 
very well with that of Monte Carlo simulation if the same observation principles 
are used. 
CHAPTER6 
ELECTRON TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS IN MERCURY 
VAPOUR IN E X B FIELDS 
6.1 Introduction 
88 
The influence of a magnetic field applied perpendicularly to the electiic field on the 
ionization and breakdown mechanism in gases has been studied since 1958 and has been 
reviewed by Heylen [91]. Such a study of mercury vapour is useful since there are 
possible practical applications; such as the use of a magnetically controlled thyratron as 
a high-voltage switch and the determination of the collision frequency in microwave 
breakdown. The theory can be analyzed in terms of ap equivalent increase in pressure 
(Blevin and Haydon [see 91]) or an effective reduced electric field (EREF) (Allis [see 
91]) 
= E cos0 
N 
( 6 .1) 
The subscript e refers to EREF. 8 is the magnetic deflection angle, which denotes the 
angle of deflection of the electron avalanche due to the magnetic field B. It is a function 
of the magnetic field and the effective electron molecule collision frequency v0 according 
to 
( 6. 2) 
In fact the collision frequency v = v O N is dependent on the electron energy £ ancJ the 
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EREF concept postulates that a constant collision frequency independent of £ can be 
invoked to calculate the swann parameters in a magnetic field. 
The collision frequency depends upon the energy distribution function f(£) in a 
complex way. In general, the application of a magnetic field changes f(e) such that the 
electrons are driven to the low energy region. which results in a high value of v0 • 
A more fundamental approach is to solve the Boltzmann equation at EREF to 
obtain the energy dist1ibution function f(£) in cro~sed fields (Englehardt et al. rsee 13_], 
Govinda Raju and Gurumurthy [92,93]). The electron swarm parameters may then be 
calculated by approp1iately averaging the electron energy dist1ibution function (Allis [see 
91]) in crossed fields. 
In this approach we have two difficulties. First, v O is a function of both (EIN) and 
BIN and can only be obtained experimentally or a~proximated from the collision 
frequencies in electric fields, which introduces e1rnrs. Second the energy disttibution 
function f(e) in crossed fields depends not only on (EIN)e but also on EIN and BIN. 
Therefore, f(E) obtained by solving the Boltzmann equation at (EIN)e is only an 
approximation for a certain EIN and BIN. 
The Monte Carlo technique simulates the electron motion under the influence of 
an external field. If the electron motion equation is modified to include the influence of 
a magnetic field, this method can be applied to crossed fields. It has been applied in N2 
successfully by Govinda Raju and Dincer [94]. Good agreement between the calculated 
and expe1imental results has been obtained, which proves the validity of this approach. 
The Monte Carlo method has the added advantage that several parameters such as 
ionization and excitation frequencies could be evaluated independently of the energy 
90 
distribution function. 
In this chapter the motion of electrons in mercury vapour in uniform E x B fields 
is simulated using the Monte Carlo simulation for 10 ::::;; E/N ::::;; 1000 Td and O < BIN < 
20 x 10-19 Tcm3. The latter quantity, hereafter refeffed to as no1malized magnetic field. 
corresponds to an applied magnetic field of O - 0.07 T. The electron molecule collision 
cross sections adopted in this study are the same as those used in chapter 5. The validity 
of the computational method is checked in nitro~en using the recently published crnss 
sections. 
6.2. Monte Carlo Simulation in E X B Fields 
A brief description of the simulation in ExB fields is presented here. Because of the 
complexity involving the integration of motion equation in ExB fields, we adopted a mean 
' 
flight time approach rather than the null collision technique. The electric field is along 
the -z direction and the magnetic field along the -x direction. dx, dy and dz are the 
displacements along the x, y and z directions respectively, in time interval dt. The 
equations of motion of the electron are 
( 6. 3) 
Y = y + V dt + l:a (dt) 2 o yo 2 y 
( 6. 4) 





and Vzo are the initial velocities along the x, y and z directions and ~· and 
~ are the accelerations along the y and z directions respectively. 
a = ev B 
Y m z ( 6. 6) 
( 6 . 7) 
The velocity components after dt are 
( 6 . 8) 
( 6 . 9) 
( 6 . 2- 0) 
Because the force from the magnetic field is always perpendicular to the velocity the 
energy gain in dt is from only the electric field 
E = E
0 
+ Edz (6 . 11) 
Because the accelerations are dependent on time. it should be pointed out that the tim e 
interval dt employed in this study is much smaller than in E fields only. The number of 
intervals in a mean flight time is 100 when E < 3 e V and 50 when E > 3 e V. as a result 
of which the computational time required is much larger. The electron swarm parameters 
are defined as 
B Z w = T t 
= y 
t 
( 6 . 12) 
(6 . 13) 
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(6.14) 
W/ and WpB are the transverse and perpendicular drift velocities, respectiv~ly, and 8 is 




corresponding to 273K. Fig. 6.1 shows the electron motion in E x B fields. 
The motion of a sufficient number of electrons is traced until a termination time 
is reached. This tennination time ensures that electrons have reached an equilibrium in 
the crossed fields. The initial number of electrons considered for low values of E/N is 
4000 for E/N < 100 Td and 2000 for 100 ~ E/N ~300, while at higher values of E/N a 
total number of 1000-2000 electrons is considered. Table 6.1 shows the statistical 
fluctuations at E/N = 100 Td and BIN = 10 x 10·19 Tcm3. Over the whole range of 10 ::;; 
E/N ~ 1000 Td and O ~ BIN ~20 x 10·19 Tcm3, the sta~istical fluctuations are within 3%. 












6.3 Results in Mercury Vapour 










Figure 6.2 shows a/N as a function of E/N at various values of B/N and also includes the 
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Fig.6.2 Ionization coeffients as a function of E/N at various values of BIN ( in units of 
10-19 Tcm3). BIN = 0 (A), 5 (B), 10 (C), 15 (D), 20 (E), • from Overton and 
Davis 82], BIN=O. (Hg) 
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agree well with the experimental results of Overton and Davies [82] . In crossed fields, 
because the electrons move in cycloidal paths. the energy gain along their mean free path 
A is 
dE = EA cose (6.15) 
Because 8 increases with increasing magnetic field, this energy gain decreases with B/N 
and fewer electrons gain enough energy to make ionization collisions with Hg atoms. \<) 
that the ionization coefficient decreases with increasing BIN at constant EIN as shnw11 in 
Fig.6.2. The decrease is not linear with increasing BIN. Curves B-E show the effect of 
increasing magnetic fields on cx/N. For example, at EIN = 400 Td, the percentage 
decreases for curve B, C, D and E are 8%, 34%, 59% and 72% respectively compared 
with the zero magnetic field case. Moreover. this percentage decrease becomes smaller 
for increasing E/N, which means that the influence of the magnetic field on the ionizati on 
coefficient decreases with increasing EIN for a given: value of BIN. 
The magnetic field also influences the backscattering coefficient of the electrons. 
Table 6.2 shows the reflection coefficient at various values of normalized electric and 
magnetic fields. The fraction of electrons lost due to back diffusion decreases with 
increasing E/N and increases with increasing BIN. These results are consistent with the 
~ ~ 
observation that a magnetic field reduces the energy of an electron with the consequence 
of increased probability of back diffusion. Somerville [see 19] has estimated the fracti un 
of electrons recaptured by the cathode as 
f = exp ( -8xl O 4 m E ( N) 2 Q ) 
e N B m 
( 6 .1 6) 
on the basis of an electron executing a complete cycloid given by 8(rn/e)EIB
2 
compared 
with the mean free path 1/N<Jrn. Eq. 6.16 applies when the electrons leave the cathode 
with zero velocity and Heylen [91] has considered the situation in which the electrons 
leave the smface with some velocity, which reduces f. Application of Eq. 6.16 with Q
01 
= 2 x 10-15 cm2 yields values shown in parenthesis in Table 6.2 and some agreement is 
obtained for moderate values of normalized magnetic field strengths. For small BIN 
values the results of Eq. 6.16 are impractically low. 
It should be stated that the presence of even a small magnetic field increases the 
back scattering so much that for EIN <100 Td, the CPU time becomes prohibitively long. 
TABLE 6.2 Backscattering Coefficients at Various E/N and BIN 
B/N(l0-19 Tcm3) 
EIN(Td) 5 10 ~ 15 20 
100 0.67(0.03) 0.88(0.40) 0.86(0.67) 0.93(0.80) 
200 0.54(0.001) 0.54(0.16) 0.66(0.45) 0.80(0.63) 
300 0.31 0.4(0.065) 0.48(0.30) 0.60(0.51) 
400 0.29 0.35(0.03) 0.35(0.20) 0.45(0.40) 
500 0.32 0.35(0.01) 0.32(0.13) 0.39(0.32) 
600 0.26(0.09) 0.28(0.26) 
6.3.2 Transverse and Perpendicular Drift Velocities 
The transverse (to the magnetic field) drift velocity W/ in the z direction and the 
perpendicular drift velocity in the y direction W r 8 are shown in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4. 
respectively. Figure 6.3 shows that W/ decreases with BIN rapidly at constant EIN and 
the magnitude of the decrease is higher at higher values of EIN. W P 8 (Fig. 6.4) increases 
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Fig.6.4 Perpendicular drift velocity as a function of BIN at various. Same symbols as in 
Fig. 6.3. (Hg) 
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qualitatively similar to those in nitrogen [91. 931 and can be explained from the velocity 
changes in Eqs. 6.9 and 6.10. 
6.3.3 Energy Distribution Function and Mean Energy 
The energy disu·ibution function at E/N = 400 Td and at various B/N are shown in Fig. 
6.5. With increasing B/N the peak value of f(E) increases and the peak position moves w 
low energies. Application of a magnetic fiekl increases the number of low energy 
elecu·ons thereby reducing the mean energy £ of the swarm. The mean energy increases 
as a function of (E/N), as shown in Fig. 6.6 where (E/N), is calculated from Eqs. 6.1 and 
6.2. 
6.3.4 Collision Frequency and Deflection Angle ~ 
Collision frequencies at various (E/N), and B/N are shown in Fig. 6.7 for the range 10 
< E/N < 1000 Td. The collision frequency decreases with (E/N), from 1.723 x 10'
0 
l/s 
at (E/N), =10 Td to 1.22 x 1010 1/s at (E/N), =1000 Td; this is atu-ibuted to the fact that 
the momentum transfer cross section decreases rapidly for£> 1 eV. The deflection angle 
of the electron swarm and the collision frequencies at various B/N and E/N are tabulated 
in Table 6.3. 
6.3.5 Fractional Energy Loss 
The power input from the electrons to various elastic and inelastic collisions provides a 
means of delineating the various regions of predominant energy loss. Fig. 6.8 shows the 
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Fig.6.5 Energy distribution functions at EIN = 400 Td for various values of BIN (in units 
of 10-19 T cm3 ): BIN= 0, t = 3.64 eV (full line); BIN= 10, t = 3.31 eV 
(broken line); BIN= 20, t = 2.81 eV (chain line). (Hg) 
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Tcm3 at various values of E/N. In a zero magnetic field (full lines) the 63P2 state provides 
the largest fraction of power loss when compared with that due to other states. For this 
TABLE 6.3 Collision Frequency and Deflection Angle 
at Various Values of E/N and BIN 
B/N(I0-19 Tcm3) 
E/N 0 5 10 15 20 
(Td) v(l 010 1/s) v 8(0 ) V e V e V e 
10 1.723 1.369 17.6 
40 1.563 1.648 14.4 
80 1.534 1.583 13.4 
100 1.519 1.522 14.2 1.530 24.1 1.532 34.5 1.530 44.4 
200 1.462 1.462 13.9 1.468 26.5 1.475 36.7 1.487 45.0 
300 1.402 1.416 15.0 1.422 28.5 1.433 38.6 1.456 46.0 
400 1.367 1.376 15.2 1.377 27.6 1.388 39.4 1.403 48.0 
500 1.326 1.328 14.6 1.341 28.4 1.351 37.1 1.386 47.0 
600 1.304 1.310 13.5 1.310 27.7 1.320 38.4 1.353 46.6 
700 1.260 1.278 14.0 1.279 23.6 1.297 35.7 1.325 46.6 
800 1.250 1.254 12.8 1.260 24.0 1.281 35.4 1.306 44.9 
900 1.237 1.250 9.90 1.260 25.1 1.280 32.8 1.282 43.6 
1000 1.220 1.240 12.2 1.249 20.8 1.251 32.7 1.259 41.9 
state the power loss increases with E/N to reach a maximum of 49% at E/N = 180 Td and 
declines almost linearly for higher values of E/N. The onset energy for this process is 
5.46 eV. which is higher than the mean energy of 2.3 eV at E/N = 180 Td: so that 
relatively few high energy electrons must account for the larger power loss. The value of 
the cross section. the highest of the excitation cross sections considered in the chapter, 
lends support to this view. The fractional energy loss for 63P1 and 6
3P0 decreases with 
increasing E/N, initially very sharply but more gradually at E/N > 600 Td. The relative 
magnitude of the energy loss for these two states at a constant E/N is qualitatively similar 
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to their cross sections. indicating the validity of our approach in a broad sense. The 
energy loss to the excited state 61 P 1 increases with increasing EIN; unlike the loss to other 
states, and is not dissimilar to the energy loss due to ionization. The latter does not reach 
a value of 10% for values of E/N < 310 Tu at which alN = 1.7 x 10-17 cm2_ 
Fig. 6.8 shows the influence of a magnetic field BIN = 10 x 10-19 Tern~ on the 
energy loss to various states. As expected. application of a magnetic field reduces the 
energy of the electrons and an increase in the energy loss for excited states 63P0, CP 1 ;111<.l 
63P2 is observed. Further. the loss to inelastic collision with higher onset energies 6
1 P 1, 
lumped excitation and ionization changes in the opposite sense, decreasing with 
application of a magnetic field. For BIN = 10 x 10-19 Tcm3, the ionization energy loss 
does exceed 10% for EIN ~ 480 Td. 
6.4 Effective Reduced Electric Field Concept 
As mentioned earlier, the influence of a magnetic field on the swarm parameters can be 
interpreted in terms of EREF [911. In the absence of experimental data it has nnt bee n 
established yet whether the EREF concept is valid in mercury vapour. Since the collision 
frequency and other parameters have been evaluated in this study we can examine this 
question. In a zero magnetic field. for which the collision frequency varies from 1.72 x 
1010 lls at EIN =10 Td to l x 1010 1/s at EIN = 2000Td (Chapter 5), or, in the present 
calculation, from 1. 72 x 1010 1/s at 10 Td to 1.22 x 1010 1/s at E/N = 1000 Td, it is 
unsuitable to choose a constant collision frequency in the calculation of EREF. If the 
swarm parameters depend only on (EIN)e and not on individual values of EIN and BIN. 
then the EREF concept is reasoned to be applicable. Figs. 6.6 and 6.7 do indeed show that 
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this is the case, the deviations from a mean curve being within ±3% and 5% respectively. 
a/N values can also be expressed as a single variable of (E/N),, as shown in Fig. 6.9, 
which is a replot of Fig. 6.2. 
6.4 Conclusions 
a Elecu·on transport coefficients have been evaluated by a Monte Carlo simulation 
in mere ury vapour for a range of 10 '.'> E/N '.'> 1 OOO T d and O '.'> BIN :S:20 x 1 o· 1
9 
Tcm3. The influence of a magnetic field on the energy disu·ibution function :mtl 
the electron molecule collision frequency is also evaluated. 
b The EREF is a good approximation for mean energy. collision frequency and 
ionization if the appropriate collision frequency1 which is dependent upon E/N and 



































Fig.6.6 Electron mean energy as a function of (E/N), at various values of B/N(in units 
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Fig.6. 7 Collision frequency as a function of (E/N)e at various values of BIN. Same 









































Fig.6.8 Fractional energy loss as a function of E/N at BIN = 0 (full line) and 10 x 10-
19 
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Fig.6.9 Ionization coefficient as a function of (E/N)e at various BIN values. Symbols 
same as in Fig. 6.6. (Hg) 
CHAPTER 7 
THE NON-EQUILIBRIUM BEHA VIOR OF ELECTRON SWARMS 
IN NON-UNIFORM FIELDS IN SF6 
7.1. Introduction 
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Generally, in a unifonn electric field remote from boundaries, the macroscopic 
parameters, such as the drift velocities. ionization and attachment coefficients, ~tre 
dependent on the ratio of the electric field and gas number density because the energy 
gain from the field is balanced by the energy lost in collisions. However, when the field 
is rapidly changing with position (non-uniform) or time, this energy balance is disturbed 
and the transport parameters and coefficient rates may differ from the predictions mac.le 
on the basis of the local field. Due to the complexity of the non-equilib1ium behavior. 
the swarm parameters have been analyzed in non-unifonn fields in He [25, 95], and N2 
[96, 97] by Monte Carlo simulation and in air and argon [98] by solving the diffusion 
flux equations. Recently there has been considerable interest in macroscopic models of 
electron swaim motion in non-equilibrium regions. Boeuf et al. [99], took into accotmt 
the additional ionization due to a beam-like group of fast electrons, and developed an 
extended memory factor model in helium. Kunhardt et al. [100] described the dynamics 
of electrons in space-time varying fields by interpolating between a kinetic and a moment 
formulation. Since SF6 is a widely used insulating gas and non-unifo1mity of the field 
exists in practice, it is desirable to analyze the swarm pai·ameters in non-uniform fields 
in SF6• 
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In this chapter, the electron mean energy, drift velocity, ionization and attachment 
coefficients are calculated and compared with the equilibrium values obtained under the 
uniform field conditions. The rate coefficients present a significant deviation from 
equilibrium values, while mean energy and drift velocity remain about the same. Also the 
spatial distribution of electron and various ion species is studied for uniform and non-
uniform fields. As far as the author is aware, an analysis of electron swarms in non-
uniform electric fields in SF6 using the Monte Carlo simulation method has not been 
published. 
7 .2. The Simulation Method 
The electrons need some distance to obtain the equilibrium conditions with the field after 
release. Also the transport coefficients will change significantly when the electrons 
arrive at the anode. To study the effects of non-uniform fields on the electron transport 
and rate coefficients and eliminate the electrode effects, we assume that the field 
distribution is as shown in Fig. 7.1 and also assume a fully absorbing anode. The fields 
in regions I and III are uniform and in region II it can be expressed as: 
E(z) = Eo + p2 (z-z ) 
N N 1 
(7.1) 
where ff is the field slope in a unit of Td/cm. 
The Monte Carlo simulation based on a null collision technique has been 
employed in this study. Here we describe only the modifications incorporated for a non-
unifo1m region. In region IL the electron motion equation is 






Fig.7.1 The non-uniform field arrangement. 
d 2z e - = - E(z) = a(z) 
dt 2 m 
by, for an increasing field. 
V (0) a(O) 
dz = -' - sinhP 1t + -- ( coshP't - 1) 
P' P' 2 
V V (0) h n I a(O) inhn 1 z = z cos t-' t + -- s t-' t 
P' 
or, for a decreasing field. 
dz = V/O) sinp 1t 
P' 
a(O) (cosP 1t - 1) 
P' z 






where V/0) and a(O) are the initial velocity in the z direction and acceleration. 
respectively, IY = J3 x e/m x N (note: in the equation by Moratz et al. [97], f3 should be 
multiplied by elm x N). Properties of the electrons are sampled according to the spatial 
position i. the coefficients are defined as 
ln( n .+(i) + 1) 
( .) n(z-1) a i = ------
z(i) - z(i- l) 
(7.-+) 
(without ionization) (
') n -(i) 1 
~ l =~~ -----
n(i-1) z(i) - z(i- l) 
(7.5) 





where a and 11 are ionization and attachment coefficients and n(i), n+(i) and 11° ( i) are 
electrons, positive and negative ions produced in bin i. The drift velocity is defined as 
W(i) = z(i) - z(i-1) 
t(i) - t(i-1) 
(7.7) 
where t(i) is the average time of electron at z(i). It should be noted that the mean energy 
and drift velocity depend on the sampling p1inciple [101]. The drift velocity in this 
calculation is the mean-an-ival-time velocity WM according to the definition of Itoh er al. 
[101]. It is useful to point out that the center of mass drift velocity cannot be easily 
evaluated here because of the fact that the electric fielp varies spatially. This necessitates 
sampling at fixed positions and not at fixed times. the latter method yielding the center 
of mass velocity. 
7.3 Results in Uniform Fields 
The collision cross sections used in SF6 shown in Fig. 7.2 are the same as those used by 
Itoh et al. [101]. There are one momentum cross section, one vibrational cross section 
(onset energy 0.095 eV), five attachment cross sections (onset energy SF6-: 0 eV. SF5-: 0 
eV, F: 2.19 eV, SF
4
-: 3.92 eV, F
2
-: 1.5 eV), one.excitation cross section (9.8 eV) and one 
ionization cross section ( 15.8 e V). We first calculate the swarm parameters and r8.te 
coefficients in unifo1m fields for ve1ifying the source code and for later comparison. For 
brevity only the ionization and attachment coefficients are shown in Figs. 7 .3 and 7 A with 
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Fig. 7. 2 Electron collision cross sections for SF6• Q.: momentum transfer, Qv: 
vibrational, Oex: excitation, Q: ionization, Q.1, ~ ~, ~, ~: attachment 
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Fig.7.3 Ionization coefficient in uniform field in SF6• Experimental results are: e, (102]; 
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Fig. 7.4 Attachment coefficient in uniform field in SF 6• Symbols same as in fig. 7 .3. 
Additional symbols are: Q McAfee and Edelson[see 26]; ~' [103] 
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both coefficients, which confirms the validity of the cross-sections chosen. The E/N value 
at which Cl.= T\ is approximately equal to 360 Td by interpolation of Figs. 7.3 and 7.4. 
The calculations are performed for a gas at CtC. 
7 .4 Results in Non-uniform Fields 
The recent Monte Carlo simulations 111 non-uniform fields in vanous gases are 
summarized in Table 7 .1. Moratz et al. l 97 l studied the non-equilibrium behavior both 
in decreasing and increasing fields in nitrogen and found that the ionization coefficients 
are not in equilibrium with the field. The present results show that a/N is lower than the 
equilibrium value for increasing fields and is higher in decreasing fields, with the 
relaxation rate depending on the field slope It We obi;erve that the relaxation rates depend 
not only on field slope. but also on gas number density. The effects of change of field 
slope and pressure. acting alone or together. are discussed below. 
TABLE 7.1. Recent Monte-Carlo Studies in Non-Uniform Fields 
Author 
Gas Field Configuration 
Field Slope 
Boeuf and Marode [25] He 
Dccrew;ing 
Two (Normal and abnormal 
glow dischm·ge) 
Sato and Tagashira [96] N., 
Decre,LSing One slope 
Moratz et al. [97] N:2 
Dccrca!:iing ,md Four slopes 
Increasing 
7.4.1 The Effect of Field Slope 
The ionization rnefficients at field slopes of 4, and 16 kTd/cm are shown in Figs. 7 .5 and 
- - -
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7.6 for decreasing fields and Figs. 7.7 and 7.8 for increasing fields. To ensure that the 
electrons are in equilibrium before entering the non-unifonn region, the simulation 
includes a region of uniform electric field both at cathode and anode. It is assumed that 
the electrons are released from the cathode with 6 e V energy to make electrons attain 
equilibrium as they enter region II. A lower energy would require a longer "minimum 
ionization distance". Also the number of electrons entering region II would be sm a.11 due 
to the increased attachment at lower electron energies. In SF0 , the onset energy {)!' 
ionization is 15.8 e V and the minimum distance for ionization di after the release of an 
electron from the cathode (at 600 Td, N = 2.832 x 1017 cm-3, E x di = 15.8 - 6) is 0.058 
mm. The results in Figs. 7.5 - 7.6 show this minimum ionization distance. For example, 
in Fig. 7.5, in a decreasing field, the first ionization occurs at a distance of 0.058 mm. To 
facilitate comparison both the electric field and the aJN values deduced using Fig. 7 .3, 
are also shown. The values of a.IN for decreasing electric fields are higher than the 
equilibrium values and vice versa for the increasing field, as shown in Table 7 .2. The 
deviation from the equilibrium values are also higher for 82 = 16 kTd/cm, particularly in 
the mid-gap region. This is evident from a comparison of Figs. 7 .5 and 7 .6. 
TABLE 7.2. Three Field Slopes at N = 2.83 x 1017 cm-3 
Z2 - Z1 Sampling bin B2 Lia/N* Lia/N* 
(cm) (cm) (kTd/cm) ( % ) ( % ) 
0.1 0.01 4 - 14.7 29.7 
0.05 0.005 8 - 29.7 44.5 
0.025 0.0025 16 - 44.5 59.5 
* Subsc1ipts i and d mean increasing and decreasing fields, respectively. 





































Fig. 7 .5 Ionization coefficients in non-uniform field gap in a decreasing field slope of 62 
= 4 kTd/cm at N = 2.P'} x 1017 cm-3• e, Computed values: - , equilibrium 
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Fig. 7 .6 Ionization coefficients in non-uniform field gap in a decreasing field slope of B2 
= 16 kTd/cm at N = 2. 0 1 x 1017 cm-3• e, Computed values; - , equilibrium 
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Fig.7.7 Ionization coefficients in non-uniform field gap in an increasing field slope of 
132 = 4 kTd/cm at N = 2.83 x 1017 cm·3. a Computed values; - , equilib1ium 
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Fig.7.8 Ionization coefficients in non-uniform field gap in an increasing field slope of 
If = 16 kTd/cm at N = 2.83 x 1017 cm·3. •, Computed values; - , equilibrium 
condition; ---, reduced electric field. (SF6) ·· 
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The observations made for decreasing electric fields hold good generally for 
increasing electric fields, shown in Figs. 7.7 and 7.8. 
In non-unifo1m fields. although the energy gain from the field changes instantly 
with the changing field. the energy loss governed by collisions is a slower. non-loci.ll 
process. Also the collisional energy loss is dependent on the electron energy and diffe rent 
parts of the electron energy distribution will readjust to the changing field with different 
rates. Fig.7.9(a) shows the energy distribution function f(E) at 400 Td in uniformly. 
decreasing and increasing fields at the miJpoint of the gap. It is clear that relatively mnre 
electrons are disuibuted in the high energy range for the decreasing field and less 
electrons for the increasing field. compared with the uniform field situation. Fig. 7.9 (b) 
shows the energy distribution function along the non-uniform gap for a decreasing field 
at N = 2.83 x 1017 cm-3_ Jf = 8 kTd/cm. As z increases from 0.5 mm to 1 mm. E/N 
decreases from 600 Td to 200 Td and the peak of f(E) moves toward low energy range. 
From this compa1ison of energy dist1ibutions (Fig. 7.9(a)). it is predicted that the 
ionization coefficient in decreasing fields cxjN should be higher than the equilibrium 
values, while a/N in increasing fields should be smaller than the equilibrium value. Fig. 
7 .5 shows this non-equilib1ium phenomenon at a field slope of 4 kTd/cm. With higher 
field slopes. the relaxation rate is slower because the energy distr1bution function c 1111wt 
catch up with the faster changing field as seen in Fig. 7 .6 at ff = 16 kTd/cm. Table 7 .2 
also includes typical values of the difference between non-equilib1ium value and the 
equilibrium value !),.a/N at the midpoint in the non-unifo1m gap. The negative sign means 
that the non-equilibrium value is lower than the equilib1ium value. At the same field 
















Fig.7.9a Energy distribution function in uniform and non-uniform fields at E/N = 400 Td. 
For non-uniform field, 400 Td corresponding to the midpoint of the gap, N = 
2.83 x 10-17 cm-3, 32 = 8 kTd/cm. --- decreasing;_._._. increasing; - uniform. 
(SF6) 
Fig. 7. 9b Energy distribution function along the non-uniform gap in a decreasing field at 
N = 2.83 x 1017 cm·3, 32 = 8 kTd/cm. Z = 0.5 mm corresponding to region I (600 
Td), Z = 1 mm to region III (200 Td). A: z = 0.5 mm, 600 Td; B: z = 0.6 mm. 
520 Td; C: z = 0.7 mm. 440 Td; D: z = 0.8 mm, 360 Td; E: z = 0.9 mm, 280 
Td; F: z = 1 mm, 200 Td. (SF6) 
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In experiments, there is a polarity dependence of the corona inception voltage Ve 
in non-uniform electric fields. Kuffel and Zaengl [110] reported an observed difference 
in a rod-plane electrode arrangement in SF6; the corona inception voltage with negative 
polarity (Ve-) is much lower than that with positive polarity (V/). According to the 
present theoretical analysis, this could be explained as follows: with negative polarity, the 
electrons experience decreasing fields as they move towards the anode and the actual 
ionization coefficients a are higher than the equilibrium values. The opposite is true for 
increasing electric fields namely that the actual ionization coefficients are lower than the 
equilibrium values. Furthermore, the magnitude of the difference between the actual and 
equilibrium values is higher for the negative polarity. The corona inception voltage that 
is dependent on the exponential of a is therefore higher for the positive polarity voltage 
than that for negative polarity, as indeed observed in experiments [110]. 
Fig. 7 .10 and 7 .11 show the attachment coefficients for decreasing fields for 132 = 
4 and 16 kTd/cm respectively. At 4 kTd/cm slope the attachment coefficients do not 
deviate significantly from the equilib1ium value. With higher field slopes (Fig. 7 .11) there 
are apparent differences. This may be explained as follows: at low field slope ( < 4 
kTd/cm), the energy distribution function is not affected much at low energies by a 
changing field and attachment mainly takes place at low energy (0.1 - 1 e V). so the 
attachment coefficients are almost the same as the equilibrium values. With a higher field 
slope, the electrons cannot catch up with the faster decreasing field and have energies 
greater than those dictated by the local field. This means that relatively more electrons 
are distiibuted in the high energy tail, causing more ionization collisions (Fig. 7.6). These 
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Fig.7.10 Attachment coefficiencies in non-uniform field gap (decreasing) at B
2 
=- 4 
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Fig7 .11 Attachment coefficiencies in non-uniform field gap (decreasing) at B
2 
= 16 
kTd/cm: e. Computed values; - , equilibrium condition;---, reduced electric 
field. (SF6) 
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to SF6 molecules and increase the attachment coefficient. The sharp decrease of 
attachment coefficients near the anode for Ji = 16 kTd/cm is probably caused by the 
gradual disappearance of the backward-directed electrons due to electron absorption by 
the anode. This will also cause the mean energy anc.l drift velocity to rise near the anuJc 
as discussed later. Also, with higher field slope the attachment coefficients fluctuate 
(Fig. 7 .11) possibly due to the small number of attachment collisions per sam pi i ng 
distance, the latter being chosen to be small at higher field slopes. 
7.4.2 The Effect of Gas Number Density 
As the relaxation rate is dependent on collision rate, the gas number density is expected 
to have an effect on the non-equilibrium behavior. The coefficients in a non-uniform field 
; 
with 8 kTd/cm field slope at three gas number densities as shown in Table 7.3 are 
studied. 
TABLE 7.3. Influence of Gas Number Density at Constant B2 = 8 kTd/cm 








At higher number densities, more collisions occur within the same sampling distance. The 
electron swrum will readjust faster as approp1iate to the applied field and a smaller 














































Fig.7.12 Ionization coefficients with decreasing field at B
2 
= 8 kTd/cm and various gas 
densities. + N = 1.42; • N = 2.83: .._ N = 5.66 in a unit of 1017 cm-3• - , 
equilibrium condition; ---, reduced electric field. (SF6) 
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variation of ionization coefficients at B2 = 8 kTd/cm. With a change of N from 1.42 to 
5.66 x 1017 cm-3, the percentage difference LlajN from equilibrium values decreases from 
59.5% (typical value) to 29.7%. and 11/N decreases from 1.5 x 10-.17 cm2 to 1 x 10-18 cm 2 
(not shown). Also the non-equilibrium attachment coefficients tend to the equilibrium 
value. At N = 1.42 x 1017 cm-3 the attachment coefficients are scattered because of 
insufficient attachment collisions at low N. The mean energy (not shown) at the first pa1t 
of the non-uniform gap is lower than the equilibrium value because the larger number 
of ionization collisions result in loss of more energy. There is no significant dependence 
on N. Again the anode effect is observed by a sharp decrease of 11/N and a sharp 1ise in 
£ very close to the a.node. 
7 .4.3 The Effect of Simultaneous Changes in 82 and N 
From Tables 7.2 and 7.3, we observe that low N and high field slopes enhance the non-
equilibrium behavior of the electron swarms. An important question is whether the rate 
of enhancement is the same if B2/N remains the same. In Table 7.4 when we increase B2 
we also increase Nat the same rate to try to balance the highly non-equilibrium behavior. 
TABLE 7.4. Gas Number Density and Field Slope Changing Together 
N Z2 - Z1 Sampling distance B2 Lla/N l1a/N 
1017 cm-3 cm cm (kTd/cm) ( % ) ( % ) 
0.71 0.4 0.04 1 -14.7 29.7 
1.42 0.2 0.02 2 -14.7 29.7 
2.83 0.1 0.01 4 -14.7 29.7 
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Figures 7.13-7.16 show the spatial variation of ionization. attachment coefficient~. mean 
energies and drift velocities, respectively, in decreasing fields with three sets of ff and 
N. In Fig. 7.13. the non-equilibrium ionization coefficients are almost independent of N 
and 132• This indicates that the increase of N totally balances the enhancement of non-
equilibrium behavior by the increase of 132• The value of Lia/N is about 29.7%. The same 
observations are also qualitatively true for the attachment coefficients (Fig. 7.14), mean 
energy (Fig. 7.15) and drift velocity (Fig. 7.16). Under those ff and N conditions. mean 
energies and drift velocities do not present significant differences from equilibrium values. 
Figures 7.17 and 7.18 show the results in an increasing field with two sets of field slope 
and gas number density. The value of lia/N is about 14.7%. Since the electrons sta11 
from a low field (200 Td), the swa1m parameters (~specially d1ift velocity) and the 
attachment coefficients oscillate due to non-equilibrium of the electron energy distribution 
at low fields in SF6 [102. 107]. The statistical scatter is high since the number of electrons 
decreases rapidly owing to large electron attachment at low fields. The drift velocity in 
increasing field is a little higher than the equilibrium value near the high field region (600 
Td). 
If we divide the field slope by density ff/N. the above three sets of N and field 
slope have the same ratio. 1.41 x 10-31 V cm.i. From Figs. 7.13-7.17 we anive at the 
conclusion that the electron non-equilib1ium behavior depends on 132/N, not on ff alon~. 
the magnitude of departure of the swarm coefficients from equilibrium values increases 
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Fig.7.13 Ionization coefficients in non-uniform field gap (decreasing) at three sets of B2 
and N plotted as a function of NZ (B2 in units of kTd/cm, N in 1017 cm-3 ). + B2 
= 16 and N = 2.83; • , B2 =8 and N = 1.42: • B2 = 4 and N = 0.71: - , 
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Fig. 7 .14 Attachment coefficient in non-uniform field gap ( decreasing) at three sets of 
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Fig. 7 .17 Ionization coefficient as a function of NZ with increasing field arrangement. B2 
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Fig.7.18 Ionization coefficient as a function of NZ with increasing field arrangement. B2 




7.4.4 Electron and Ion Distribution 
It is very impo1tant to know the electron and ion distributions along the gap as a guide 
to the calculation of the space charge fields in streamer breakdown. In SF6 in uniform 
fields, the electron distribution for E/N > 360 Td (positive slope, a > 0) is different for 
E/N < 360 Td (negative slope, a < 0) where a = a - 11 is the net ionization coefficient. 
As an example, we show the distribution at 400 Td in a uniform field (Fig. 7 .19). Bccrnsc 
of the small number of attachment collisions dming the sampling distance, the ion 
distribution oscillates around a mean value. This is consistent with the determined 
attachment cross sections (102] for the various processes. For example, the SF6- cross 
section is the highest for an electron energy up to O .1 e V, after that the cross section of 
SF5- rises sharply reaching a peak value of approximately 10·
16 cm2 at 0.4 e V. At energies 
.. 
greater than about 3 eV, Fis predominant with a peak at 4.2 eV. Among various negative 
ion species, SF6- has maximum density, while F2· has minimum density. In figure 7.20 
which shows the electron and ion densities for decreasing fields with B2/N = 1.41 x 10·31 
V cm\ the electron number density increases very fast in the first 70% of the non-
unifo1m gap (this position corresponds to a field of 370 Td, the net ionization coefficient 
a > 0 up to this position), then decreases in the rest of the region (the net ioniwtion 
coefficient a < 0 in this region). The negative ion density also shows a peak. first 
increasing up to the end of the non-uniform region, then decreasing in the low field 
region due to the decrease in total number of electrons in low field region. There is a shift 
between the peak of the electron density and the negative ion density. This is due to the 
fact that the field is decreasing and the corresponding attachment coefficient is increasing 
in the non-uniform gap. The total number of negative ions, therefore, continues to 
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increase in the 70% - 100% non-uniform region even when the number of electrons is 
decreasing. In an increasing field (Fig. 7.21), the electron density decreases up to 40% 
of the non-uniform region (coITesponding to 365 Td, a < 0 up to this position). then 
increases in the rest of the region (a > 0). It is noted that the criterion for a = 0 in non-
unifo1m fields is slightly different from that in uniform fields (360 Td). The ion density 
oscillates initially and decreases up to 85CX:- of the non-uniform gap, then starts tu 
increase. The oscillations observed in Figs. 7. l 9-7 .21 may be due to the relaxation prncess 
of the electron energy distribution as discussed by Itoh et al. [107]. The shift between the 
minimum of electron density and ion density can be explained in the same way as in 
decreasing fields. The drop of ion density near the anode is attributed to the anode effect. 
In a decreasing field, the maximum density of electron and negative ions is located in 
the middle of the non-uniform region while. in an increasing field, it is located near both 
the electrodes. 
7 .5 Conclusions 
A Monte Carlo simulation, based on the null collision technique, has been applied to SF6 
in highly non-unifo1m fields. 
a. The electron energy distribution function at any point in the non-uniform field 
region is not the same as that in a uniform elect1ic field at the same point. It has 
been shown that this is due to a local imbalance in the electron energy exchange. 
b. The electron non-equilib1ium of electron behavior in non-unifonn fields depend 
on the ratio of 132/N and not 132 alone. 
c. In SF6, the ionization and attachment coefficients are sensitive to the non-
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unifo1mity of the field, while other parameters are relatively insensitive. 
d. The higher the ratio B2/N, the more the coefficients deviate from the equilibrium 
values. 

























Fig. 7 .19 Electron and ion distribution in the gap in a uniform electric field at 400 Td. 
Ion species are : • SF6· ; • SF5·; + F; D SF4·; • F2·• (arbitrary unit). The 
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Fig. 7 .20 Electron and ion distribution in a decreasing electric field of B
2 
= 1 kTd/cm and 


























Fig.7.21 Electron and ion distribution in an increasing electric field of B2 = 1 kTd/cm and 
N = 0.71 x 1017 cm-3. Symbols same as in fig.7.19. --- Electric field. (SF6) 
CHAPTERS 
STREAMER FORMATION AND SPACE CHARGE FIELD 
CALCULATIONS IN SF6 BY MONTE CARLO METHOD 
8.1 Introduction 
143 
The streamer mechanism of electrical breakdown in gases under high over-voltage and 
pressure has been studied extensively both experimentally and theoretically in N2, H2, He, 
0 2 and SF6• Besides the electron multiplication by ionization, a secondary mechanism, 
photoionization, is necessary for electrical breakdown to .occur. Also, because the electron 
and ion densities are high ( > 1014 /cm3 ) the space charge field distortion has to be 
considered. Due to the complexity of photoionization and space charge field, many 
approximations have been assumed in the previously published theoretical analyses. Most 
of the published results are obtained by solving the continuity equation for electron and 
ion species, co-operated with the Poisson equation for the space charge field. Novak and 
Bartnikas [2-4 in He, 5 in H2] considered the two-dimensional continuity equation for 
electron, positive ion and excited molecules and included the photoflux, the ion flux and 
the metastable flux to cathode as cathode emission rather than photoionization directly in 
the gap. The continuity equation is then solved by a finite element method. Because of 
the very steep, shock-like density gradients, the solution by ordinary finite difference 
method is difficult and is limited to the ear·ly stage of streamer formation. Dhali and Pal 
[6] in SF6 and Dhali and Williams [9] in N2 handled the steep density gradients by using 
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flux-c01rected transport techniques that improved the numerical method for the 
two-dimensional continuity equation. To form a streamer immediately, a spheroid or 
hemispheroid of relatively dense plasma ( 1013 - I 0 15 cm-3) is placed either in the gap 
center or on an electrode as an initial condition. This limits the study to the later stages 
of streamer propagation. Also, Dhali and Pal [6] simulated photoionization, which is a key 
point in streamer formation, by including a tenuous neutral ionization of density 1 ()4 - 1 ox 
cm-3 unifo1mly deposited throughout the gap as an initial condition. Morrow [7 J incl uJcJ 
photoionization as a secondary source tenn and observed cathode and anode dj rected 
streamers. It is noted that Mo1Tow used a one-dimensional equation. Novak and Bartnikas 
[111] also improved their numerical method by a flux-corrected transport algo1ithm to 
extend the calculations to the later stages of breakdown. Yoshida and Tagashire [8] in N2 
related gas photoionization with ionization rate directly and used the image method to 
improve the accuracy of the one-dimensional space charge field calculation. Because of 
the large CPU time needed for the Monte Carlo simulation, almost all the theoretical 
studies are performed by solving continuity equation. Only Kline et al. [10, 11] have 
studied the streamer formation by both methods. In their Monte Carlo simulation. Kline 
and Siambis [11] followed the electron motion in a modified field that included the 
applied field and space charge field. Since the electron multiplication is very fast, scaling 
is necessary to limit the number of charges to be followed. A new group of "larger" 
particles is generated to represent the old, large group of "smaller" particles by randomly 
selecting some fraction f of the old group of particles. Because of the unoptimized scaling 
procedure used in their calculation, the pa1ticles were not conserved exactly, this resulted 
in some error in the space charge field calculation. Also, their simulation is at low gas 
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number densities (N < 3.54 x 1016 cm-3). Recently a Monte Carlo simulation in N2, SF6 
and gas mixtures containing SF6 has been reported [112]. Only discharge parameters such 
as ionization, attachment coefficients and drift velocity are reported. No details about 
streamer fonnation and space charge field are given. 
Comparing the two methods of analysis, the continuity equation method is concise 
and consumes relatively less CPU time, but it requires far too many assumptions and is 
not as straightforward as a Monte Carlo simulation. Another disadvantage of the 
continuity equation method is that all the transport and rate coefficients must be well 
known prior to the analysis. Usually these coefficients are assumed to be in equilibrium 
with the field and expressed as a function of E/N only. Since, in streamer mechanism, the 
space charge field distorts the unifo1m field so much that the maximum total field could 
be as large as five times the minimum field and the field slope could be very steep, the 
equilibrium assumption (for rate coefficients at least) is e1rnneous according to the 
non-equilibiium study of Boeuf and Ma.rode (25] in N2 and the present author (chapter 
7) in SF6• 
In the Monte Carlo method. which takes more CPU time and staits from the 
collision cross sections, one need not know the swarm parameters prior to the study. 
Further, the non-equilibrium behaviour of electron motion in non-uniform fields is 
accounted for as the simulation proceeds. For a full understanding of vaifous dischai·ge 
simulation methods, the reader is refeITed to a review paper by Davies (113]. 
In their experimental study of mechanism of spark breakdown in N2, 0 2 and SF6, 
Chalmers et al. (114] found that the propagation of streamers in SF6 is different from that 
in N2 and 0 2: there is a broad dark space (Fig. 14(e) in Ref. 114) in the center of the gap 
........... 111!11 ....... lmlli ..... __________________________________ ,_, __________ ~~~~~--~~~--~-~~----
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persisting for a few tens of nanoseconds before it brightens to form a diffuse discharge 
bounded on anode and cathode (Fig. l 4(f) in Ref. 114 ). Koppitz [ 115] also found similar 
observations of dark space. So far no satisfactory explanation has been provided for this 
observed phenomenon. There is no such phenomenon repo1ted in the theoretical study in 
SF6 by Dhali and Pal [6] or in Pfeiffer and Welke [ 112]. 
In this chapter. a Monte Carlo simulation is carried out in SF6 under 7% and I 4Sf-
over-voltages and at two gas number densities for each over-voltage. As the number of 
electrons, positive ions and negative ions exceed a ce1tain crite1ion, the space charge 
field is included by a one-dimensional Poisson equation. The streamer propagation. 
electron, positive and negative ion distributions and space charge fields are studied in 
detail as time increases. The streamer shape and propagation velocity in SF6 agrees with 
the earlier experimental observations of Chalmers et al. [114]. 
8.2 Simulation Method 
Considering the CPU time of the Monte Carlo simulation of a large group of electrons 
for a few tens of nanoseconds, we assume one dimension in position space and three 
dimensions in velocity space. According to Kline and Siambis [11] this assumption is 
valid for gas number densities N < 1.4 x 1018 cm-3. 
In a Monte Carlo simulation of the Townsend type of discharge, the motion of a 
single electron is followed until a tennination time or position and the procedure is 
repeated for the next electron. In a simulation of streamer discharge based on the 1'1onte 
Carlo method. the electrons and ions. if exceeding a ce1tain nurn.ber, distort the electric 
field and all the electrons are followed at the same time intervals. The time interval 
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should be small, less than a mean flight time. Accordingly, from the calculation of mean 
flight times, dt = 0.35 x 10-11 s is chosen in this study. At the beginning of each time step, 
the new position and energy are calculated according to the equation of motion. New 
electrons, positive ions and negative ions may be produced by ionization, photoionization 
and attachment collisions. At the end of each time step, the space charge field is 
calculated from the Poisson equation as a function of charge distribution at this time. The 
gap is divided into equal cells with a cell length of 5 x 10-3 cm. The total field 
distribution at the end of the step tk is stored for the use of next time step tk+I · Since the 
electron multiplication is fast under over-voltage, the total electron number may exceed 
the maximum allowable number of simulation particles or require excessive CPU time 
to follow all of them. At the end of time step tic, if the ·total number exceeds a limit Nnrnx, 
a statistical subroutine is introduced to choose a new group of "larger" particles to 
represent the old larger group of "smaller" particles. The subroutine contains a weighting 
of velocity distribution of the old group so the new group is equivalent in phase space to 
the old group. Each of the selected particles then has 1/t~ times as much charge and mass 
as each of the old particles, where t~ is the scaling factor at tic. The collision cross sections 
for the new large particle with gas molecules remain the same as those of the electron 
with molecules since the effect is considered in the by-product of the collision, i.e., for 
ionization collision, the new-born negative paiticle and positive ion have 1/fk times the 
mass and charge of the old particle; for attachment collision, the negative ion has 1/t~ 
times the mass and charge of the old particle; for excitation collision, the light output 
intensity is also multiplied by 1/fk. In the experimental study of photoionization in air, 0 2 
and N2• Penney and Hummer [ 116] related the photoionization rate with ionization rate 
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through a coefficient 'V· 
* = (ND Q Nd) ( 8. l ) 
where Np is the number of ion pairs per second fonned by photoionization. N,> the 
number of ion pairs per second by ionization collision, Q the solid angle extended from 
the ionization point to the plane contained photoionization point, Nd the product of gas 
number density and depth. 'V is a function of Nd for a fixed gas: usually it is inver~ely 
proportional to Nd. A typical value of 'V in 0 2 is 2.82 x 10-
21 
- 2.82 x 10-23 cm2s( 1• Since 
very little info1mation is available on photoionization in SF6, in this study a threshold for 
photoionization of 15.8 e V and a probability of P1 = 5 x 10-
4 per excitation collision is 
assumed. In nitrogen a probability of less than 10-3 is measured [11, 116]. Here P1 is 
related to excitation directly, rather than to ionization [ 116], since photons are procJ ucecJ 
when excited molecules return to lower levels. If P1 > R 1, where R 1 is a unifonnly 
distributed random number between O - l, one pair of ion and electron is produced due 
to photoionization. The photoionization position Zj is decided by the probability P 2, which 
is proportional to 'tfQNZij from equation (8.1). Assuming 'V - 1/NZij [ 116] we can 
approximate 
( 8. 2 ) 
- Qij ( 8. 3) 
Zij is the distance between excitation point Zi and the photoionization point Zj. R is the 
discharge radius. We assume that the photoionization that occurs outside a cylindrical 
region with r > O.lR is negligible. According to [117] (R = 4 x 10-2 mm is assumed). 
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( 8. 4) 
( 8. 5) 
( 8. 6) 
dete1mines the photoionization position Zj. R2 is a second random number generated 
similar to R1• Then at tk and Zj a new pair of electron and ion are stored with O. 1 e V 
energy for the electron generated by photoionization. 
The calculations are perfo1med corresponding to 0°C. 
8.3 Results and Discussion 
One thousand initial electrons are released from the cathode with 0.1 e V energy. The 
applied field is 385 and 410 Td corresponding to about 7% and 14% over-voltage 
respectively. The gas number densities investigated are 1.42 x 1018 cm-3 (5.26 kPa) and 
2.12 x 1018 cm-3• At the corresponding pressure, Bhalla and Craggs [118] measured a 
breakdown field of 375 Td. Kline and Siambis [11] calculated the streamer formation in 
N
2 
at 1 Torr ( 133 Pa) due to the difficulty of Monte Carlo simulation at higher pressure. 
Here the simulation is improved up to a pressure of 60 Torr (7 .98 kPa). At this pressure 
the discharge in SF6 is visible as a thin narrow channel, as proposed by the streamer 
mechanism and not diffuse, covering the entire electrodes as in a Townsend type of 
discharge. 
During the first 400 time steps (up to 1.4 ns), the space charge field is neglected. 
If the total electron number exceeds 104. the scaling subroutine chooses 10~ out of the 
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total number. Since the electrons sta1t with 0.1 e V energy, attachment is large during the 
first several steps, the total number of electrons increases slowly: e.g., at 410 Td, N = 
2.12 x 1018 cm-:\ up to 1.4 ns, the total number nf electrons is still within 10-1. For lar~er 
'-
times, the scaling subroutine takes over. At 2.8 ns, the total density of electrons exceeds 
2 x 1010 cm-3 (so does the density of positive ion) and space charge field distortion begins. 
Figures 8.1-8.3 show the electron, positive ion and negative ion density dist1ibution in the 
gap at 410 Td and N = 2.12 x 1018 cm-'. Since the electron density is low at the beginning 
of the avalanche growth, only the dist1ibutions after 2.45 ns are shown. Figures 8.4-8.6 
show the total field distributions at vaiious times under the same condition. The field 
behind and ahead of the avalanche is enhanced. while in the bulk of the avalanche it is 
~ 
weakened by the space charge field. In an electronegative gas, because of the attachment. 
the electron number is less than that of the positive ion and enhances the field behind 
the avalanche. On the other hand, in a non-attaching gas, the maximum field enhancement 
is at the leading edge of the avalanche. At t = 2.8 ns, the maximum field disto11ion is 
about 0.8% in the bulk of avalanche (Fig. 8.4 ). Also, the secondary avalanche caused by 
photoionization, behind the primary avalanche, becomes noticeable (Fig. 8.1). The number 
of electrons is about two orders less than that in the primary. As time increases, the 
enhancement becomes greater. The weakened field and its position moves toward the 
anode as the electrons drift. The secondary avalanche is located in the maximum Cield 
enhancement region (between the cathode and the leading edge of the plimary avalanche); 
it grows faster than the primary avalanche (Fig. 8.1). e.g., at t = 3.32 ns, it is only one 
order of magnitude less than the number of electrons in the primary avalanche. The 
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Fig.8.2 Positive ion distributions at various times at 410 Td and N = 2.12 x 10
18 
cm·'. 
N+ should be multiplied by 0.02 to convert to density cm·'. Broken lines are the 
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Fig.8.3 Negative ion distributions at various times at 410 T~ and N = 2.12 x 10
1
s cm-3. 
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Fig.8.4 Normalized total field distribution at 410 Td and N = 2.12 x 1018 cm-3• t = 2.45. 
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Fig.8.5 No1TI1alized total field distribution at 410 Td and N = 2.12 x 1018 cm-3, t = 2.98, 
3.15, 3.32 and 3.5 ns. Secondary streamer begins to distort the applied field at 
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Fig.8.6 Nonnalized total field distribution at 410 Td and N := 2.12 x 10
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cm·3, t = 3.68 
and 3.85 ns. (SF6) 
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the leading edge of the secondary avalanche and the trailing edge of the primary 
avalanche are located in this maximum enhanced field (e.g., t = 3.5 ns, E111ax = 1.25 E0 
(Fig. 8.5); at t = 3.68 ns, Emax = 1.7 E0 , Fig. 8.6), the secondary avalanche is even more 
accelerated (Fig. 8.1). At t = 3.68 ns, it has approximately the same number of electrons 
(within a factor of two) as the primary avalanche. Also, the trailing edge of the primary 
avalanche grows faster than its leading edge. At t = 3.85 ns, E111 ax is almost 3 times E0 
(Fig. 8.6). The secondary avalanche now exceeds the primary avalanche (Fig. 8.1, upper 
most curve). The positive ion disuibution is similar to the electron except that its peak 
position is trailing behind that of the electron (Fig. 8.2). At t = 3.85 ns, the fact that the 
primary electron peak is behind that of the ion indicates cathode directed streamers. The 
number of negative ions (Fig. 8.3) is one order less than that of positive ions. Although 
the number of electrons in the secondary avalanche is more than in the primary, the 
number of negative ions in the secondary avalanche is still less than in the primary 
because, in the secondary avalanche, the field is high, which results in less attachment 
collisions. 
The theoretical study of Dhali and Pal [6] showed that the maximum field 
enhancement is in front of the streamer. This is possibly due to their assumption of 
photoionization. They simulated photoionization by including a tenuous neuu·al ionization 
of density 104 - 108 cm-3 uniformly deposited throughout the gap. Since photoionization 
is also a function of time and position (dependent on the field), we believe that our 
procedure is more realistic. The light output from the developing avalanches and 
su·eamers is due to the photons emitted by excited molecules when they return to a lower 
state. If the lifetime of the excited molecules is of the order of a few nanoseconds, the 
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light output. which is propo1tional to the excitation collisions, is calculated in a time step 
of dts = 50 x dt = 0.175 ns. The boundaiies of the luminous region for simulated 
streamers are assumed to be the points where the excited molecule density falls by two 
orders of magnitude below its peak value at the same time. The results are shown in Fig. 
8.7 for 410 Td, N = 2.12 x 1018 cm-3 and Fig.8.X for 410 Td, N = 1.42 x 1018 cm-3. 
Refe1Ting to Fig. 8.7, at first the avalanc/he moves toward the anode and its size 
grows. The leading edge of the streamer propagates at a speed of 6.5 x 107 cm/s. The 
trailing edge travels at a slower speed of about 2. 9 x 107 cm/s. The velocity of the 
streamer center is about 4.9 x 107 cm/s. At t = 1.4 ns, the primary streamer slows down 
its propagation speed (at A) by shielding itself from the applied field. The velocity of the 
leading edge decreases to 3.9 x 107 cm/s. The trailing edge propagates faster than before, 
at 3.8 x 107 emfs. We believe that the enhanced field region between the cathode and the 
primary streamer is responsible for the increase in velocity. The secondary streamer 
caused by photoionization begins at t = 2 ns and propagates very fast in the maximum 
enhanced field between the two streamers. There is a dark space (shown hatched) between 
two streamers. At t = 3.85 ns, the field between two streamers is so high (Ema.-.: = 3E0 ), 
that the trailing edge of the primai·y streamer propagates backward to the cathode. This 
also can be seen from Fig. 8.2 at 3.85 ns where the peak in the number of electrons (the 
leading edge of the streamer) is backwards. Also, the secondary streamer grow.s u.ml 
moves very fast and, within a fraction of a nanosecond, the two streamers connect. The 
dark space between the cathode and the anode exists for about 2 ns, for 410 Td and N 
= 2.12 x 1018 cm<~. 
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kind of dark space in the center of the gap at 4% over-voltage N = 3.54 x 1018 cm-3 (Fig. 
14(e) in Ref.114). They reported that the dark space persisted for a few tens of 
nanoseconds before it brightened to form a diffuse discharge bounded by the anode and 
cathode. Since the streamer formation depends on the percentage of over-voltage and 
pressure, the existing time of dark space at high over-voltage (2 ns at 14% over-voltage, 
N = 2.12 x 1018 cm-3 ) is shorter than that of a lower value of over-voltage (10 ns. 3% 
over-voltage). We believe that this is the first time that a theoretical simulation has 
provided an explanation for the experimentally observed dark space in Sf 6. The 
experiments of Chalmers et al. [114] were conducted at 3% and 8% over-voltages and N 
= 3.54 x 1018 cm-3 (13 kPa) and a simulation at this pressure and voltage cannot be 
ca1Tied out due to computational limitations and excessive CPU. However, a compa.rison 
with present result is still valid qualitatively. 
In the experimental study of streamer formation and propagation at high 
over-voltage in a homogeneous field in N2, Koppitz [115] observed the same shape of the 
streak photographs. The schematic streak picture as defined by Koppitz [115] is shown 
in Fig. 8.9. The discharge was divided by Koppitz [115] into three stages, a1 and a2 being 
the slow and fast stages of the anode directed luminous front and the final stage being the 
development of the anode and cathode directed luminous layers (a3 and K1). The present 
calculated light output is very similar to that of Koppitz [115]. The leading edge of the 
primary streamer at late stages moves faster again (7.9 x 107 emfs) since the field in front 
of it increases again (comparing the field curve at 3.32 ns, 1.05 E0 and at 3.85 ns, 1.14 
E
0 
). The result by Dhali and Pal [6] shows that the maximum field enhancement is at the 
tip of the streamer, which leads to the conclusion that a streamer will only propagate in 
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Fig.8.9 The schematic streak picture defined by Koppitz [20]. 
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one direction (e.g., Fig. 2 in ref. 6), if the initial charge is at the cathode, only anode 
directed streamer will be observed. Obviously their theoretical results are at va1iance with 
the experimental results. 
The experimental results [ 114] give the velocity of the anode-directed streamer in 
SF6 at 8% over-voltage, as about 10
7 emfs. Our calculations show that it is between 4 -
8 x 107 emfs at 14% over-voltage. The time between the avalanche start and the time 
interval for the whole gap to brighten is about 3.6 ns under these conditions. Of cuursc. 
the higher the over-voltage and gas number density. the faster the streamer prop;.1g;.1tes. 
Dhali and Pal [6] repo1ted a velocity of 108 emfs at 410 Tc.l, which is in agreement with 
the present results. 
Calculations are also pe1fo1med at different over-voltages and gas pressures. Figure 
8.8 shows the streamer propagation at 410 Td. N = 1.42 x 1018 cm-3• At a lower pressure. 
it is predicted that the streamer will propagate slower and the breakdown time should be 
longer since the net ionization is smaller than at higher pressure ( a/N = f(EfN). The 
primary streamer propagates with a velocity between 3.9 x 107 and 5.7 x 107 emfs. There 
are two dark spaces between cathode and anode before it brightens the whole gap. The 
first dark space exists for about 3.5 ns and the second one 1.75 ns. The time interval 
between the initiation of the primary avalanche and the time that the whole gap is 
brightened is 7.7 ns. The space charge field distribution is shown in Figures 8.10-8.13 Jt 
various times. Figure 8.10 shows that up to 5.95 ns the field distortion is less than 5%. 
Figure 8.11 shows that the field distortion is due to the primary avalanche up to t = 6.48 
ns. Figure 8.12 shows the appearance of the secondary streamer and that the maximum 
field enhancement is 2E
0 
between the primary and second streamers. Figure 8.13 shows 
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the existence of a third streamer. 
Figure 8.14 shows the streamer propagation in SF6 at 385 Td (7% over-voltage) 
and N = 1.42 x 1018 cm·3• The leading edge of the primary streamer propagates with a 
velocity of 3.8 x 107 cm/s, while the trailing edge is slower at 2.7 x 107 cm/s. After 7.3 
ns from the release of initial electrons from the cathode, there is a luminous region behind 
the primary avalanche. At 9.5 ns, the whole gap is brightened. The dark space between 
the cathode and the anode exists for about 2.5 ns. The streamer velocity and breakdown 
time at three sets of over-voltages and gas number densities are summarized in Table 8. 1. 
At the same over-voltage, the higher the density, the faster the streamer, and the sho1ter 
the breakdown time. At the same N, the higher the over-voltage, the faster the streamer 
and the shorter the breakdown time, as is observed experimentally. 
TABLE 8.1. Streamer Velocity and Breakdown Time at Various E/N and N 
E/N (Td) 410 410 385 
N(l0 18 cm<') 2.12 1.42 1.42 
E(kV/cm) 8.72 5.82 5.46 
V5L(l0
7 cm/s) 4.8 3.9 - 5.7 3.8 
V5T(10
7 cm/s) 2.9 - 3.8 2.9 2.7 
t8 (ns) 3.6 7.7 9.5 
V sL Propagation velocity of the leading edge of the streamer 
V sT Propagation velocity of the trailing edge of the streamer 
t8 Time that the whole gap is brightened 
8.4. Conclusions 
The streamer formation and propagation in SF6 are studied in great detail by a Monte 
Carlo simulation. The space charge field is calculated from the solution of a. Poisson 
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equation. The simulation results explain the observed expe1imental phenomena in SF6, we 
believe for the first time. The conclusions are 
a. The maximum field enhancement in attaching gas (SF6) is between the cathode 
and streamer or between the two streamers. 
b. The streamer propagates with a velocity between 3 x 107 - 108 crn/s under 385 -
410 Td. 
c. At the same over-voltage for a higher N. the streamer propagates faster and the 
breakdown time is shorter. At the same N. the higher the over-voltage. the faster 
the streamer, and the shorter the breakdown time. 
d. One or two dark spaces exist between cathode and anode, due to photoionization 
and space charge field enhancement before the whole gap is brightened in SF6 • 
The dark space exists for several nanoseconJs. 
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Fig.8.10 Normalized total field distribution at 410 Td and N = 1.41 x 1018 cm-3, t = 5.25. 
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• t = 6.12. 
6.3. 6.48. 6.65 ns. Secondary streamer begins to distort the applied field at 
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Fig. 8 .12 Normalized total field distribution at 410 T d and N = 1. 41 x l 0
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF CORONA DISCHARGES IN SF6 
9.1. Introduction 
Corona is a self-sustained electrical discharge in a gas where the Laplacian elect1ic field 
confines the primary ionization process to regions close to high-field electrodes or 
insulators. With the increasing importance of SF6 as an insulating medium, it is important 
to understand the mechanism of corona discharge. Experimental studies [28, 29] of corona 
activity in SF6 under direct-voltage conditions have shown that the inception occurs in 
the form of current pulses. Van Brunt and Leep [29], investigated the corona pulses for 
point-plane, positive and negative de coronas in SF6 over the pressure range of 0.5 - 5 
atmospheres. The corona pulse-height distributions, pulse shapes and repetition rates were 
measured under various voltages and pressures. For reviews of experimental results in 
other gases, such as N2, 0 2, air and H2, the reader is refeITed to Sigmond and Goldman 
[ 119]. The only completely quantitative theory of corona was proposed by MotTow [30-
33] who described [30] a numerical solution of Poisson's equation in conjunction with 
the continuity equations for electrons, positive ions and negative ions in 0 2 • The 
calculated shape of cmTent pulse and light pulse agreed with experimental values. Later, 
MotTow [31] considered the secondary processes at the cathode by photons and ions to 
explain the step observed on the leading edge of the current pulse in negative corona in 
0
2
• Morrow also studied the positive corona in SF6 under impulse voltages [32] and 
constant voltages [33]. In Morrow's theory, there is an implied equilibrium assumption, 
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i.e., the electron, ion transport coefficients and rate coefficients are only a function of the 
local reduced electric field E/N. As pointed out by Sigmond and Goldman ( [119], p.7 ), 
this assumption becomes questionable in very high or very inhomogeneous fields. The 
study of the non-equilibrium effects of electron swarms in non-unifonn fields in SF6 by 
Liu and Govinda Raju [23] shows that the ionization and attachment coefficients a.re quite 
different from the equilibrium values based on a local field. 
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the corona discharge in SF6 while 
avoiding the equilibrium assumption. This could be accomplished by a Monte Carlo 
simulation of electrons. conside1ing the ionization. attachment and photo-ionization 
processes and finding the solution of Poisson' s equation for the space charge field. The 
current of the corona pulse is calculated. The development and quenching of electron 
avalanches a.re followed in great detail. The accumulation of positive and negative ions 
and the development of a space charge field are also followed in time sequences. 
9.2. Simulation Method 
A flow chart for the simulation is shown in Fig.9.1. This model is an extension of the 
earlier Monte Carlo simulation of streamer formation and propagation in unifo1m fields 
by Liu and Govinda Raju [26]. Considering the CPU time of the Monte Carlo simulation 
of a large group of electrons for a few tens of nanoseconds. we assume one dimension 
in position space and three dimensions in velocity space. In corona discharge, more 
attentionthe should be paid to time step and the cell size, since the field is steep in region 
I which is close to the smaller electrode. and less steep in region II, which is the rest of 
the region. Also. the accumulation of space charge causes the field in region I to change 
. 173 
Grau p of a eml tted 
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E = Eo 
Fig.9.1 Flow chart of Monte Carlo simulation of corona discharge. e = electron, Ne = 
number of electrons, N+ = number of positive ions, N_ = number of negative 
ions. 
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abruptly, a fine cell size L1z1 in region I is used, while in region II, a larger cell size L1z2 
is enough. The length of region I may vary with different voltages and polarities even 
with the same electrode arrangement and should be tested in the calculation. The electric 
field close to the smaller electrode is so high that the electron mean collision time Tm is 
very small, thus the time step ~t used to calculate the motion of electrons and space 
charge field is chosen to be very small ( < the smallest Tm). ~t may differ for different 
applied voltages. As shown later, in negative coronas under 2.4 kV, 3.0 kV and 3.5 kV 
voltages, L1t is in the range of 0.5 x 10-3 ns - 1 x 10-3 ns. 
At each time step, the new position and energy of electrons are calculated 
according to the equation of motion. New electrons, positive and negative ions may be 
produced by ionization, photoionization and attachment collisions. At the end of each 
time step, the space charge field is calculated from the Poisson' s equation as a function 
of charge distribution and is stored for the use of next time step. Kline and Siam bis [11] 
presented the calculation of space charge field from Poisson' s equation in a uniform cell. 
In sub-uniform cells, it is more complicated. Assuming 
i=l, 2, ... NZl ( 9 .1) 
i = NZl + 1 , ... , NZ ( 9. 2) 
where ~Z1 = d/NZ1, ~ 2 = (d - d1) / NZ2, dis the gap length, d1 is the length of region 
t NZ1, the number of cells in region I. NZ2• the number of cells in region IT. NZ the total 
number of cells of the gap. The change in the electric field in the ith cell ~Ei depends on 
the charge in that cell 
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( 9 . 3) 
where £
0 
is the permittivity of free space. Qei• Qpi and Q11i are electron. positi ve anJ 
negative ion charges in cell i. The space charge field values in adjacent cells are related 
by 
( 9 . 4) 




1 2 1 
( 9 . 5) 
where E
0 
is the field at the cathoue. 
The integration of space charge field over all cells should be zero (space charge 
produces no external voltage nn the gap). 
or 
f E · dl = 0 
NZ1 
.E Ei liz1 + 
i= l 
f Ei liZ2 = 0 
i=NZ1 +l 
Substituting Eqs. (9.4) anu (9.5) into Eq. (9.7), allows E0 to be derived as 
l NZ, 
{ L [ L\ z1 ( NZ1 - i + o . s ) NZ1 L\Z1 +NZ2 L\Z2 i=1 
+ Ji Z 
2 
NZ 2 ] Ji E i + . f [ Ji Z 2 ( NZ - i + 0 . S ) Ji E i] 
1. =NZ1 +1 
( 9 . 6) 
( 9 . 7) 
( 9 . 8) 
The 'pace charge fields at other cells are derived from Eq. (9.4). The final field is the 
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sum of the applied Laplacian field and the space charge field. 
The photoionization process is simulated in the same way as in [26], where a 
probability of 5 x 10-~ per excitation collision is assumed and the on"et energy of 
photoionization is assumed to be the same as the llnset energy of ionization. The lifetime 
of the excited state is not known. and following Morrow [ 33 !. the radiation is assumed 
to be emitted immediately. Molecule cul I i_1.,iun cruss sections in SF6 a.re ta.ken frum l Luh 
er al. [ 101 j. The calculations are pe1t'mmed cmrespunding to a gap number density~= 
It is noted that the Monte Carlo technique does not require the swarm parameters 
to be supplied and this is one nf the principle advantages of the method. 
9.3. Negative Corona in SF6 
The electrodes are a hyperboloidal needle and a plane. The electric field in the gap [ 1201 
IS 
2Vd 
ln 4 d [d(2z+rJ -z 2 ] 
re 
( 9 . 9) 
where V is the applied voltage and re the tip radius. The gap parameters at three ,·olt..1gcs 
are d = 0.5 cm, re = 0.05 cm, d1 = 0.1 cm, NZ1 = SO, NZ2 = 100, LiZ1 = 2 x 10-
3 cm and 
LiZ2 = 4 x 10-3 cm. The time steps for three voltages 2.4, 3.0 and 3.5 kV are 1. O.~ and 
0.5 ps respectively. The current density J in the external circuit due to the motion nf 
electrons and ions between the electrodes is calculated using Sato' s equation [ 121] 
(9.10) 
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where EL is the Laplacian field. W P' W n and We are the drift velocities of positive. 




and Ne the densities nf r)C)sitive. 
negative ions and electrons respectively. The ctment is the product of J and streamer 
channel area which is m.2. According to Morrow [33], r = 100 µm. The d1ift velocities of 
electron. positive and negative ions are taken from Morrow's review paper of transport 
coefficient in SF6 [ 122]. Two thousand initial electrons are released from the cathode with 
0.1 e V energy at t = 0. As the electrons move toward the anode. some may be lost due 
to attachment. or new electrons may be produced by ionization or photo ionization if the 
field is higher than the critical field E* which is defined as the field at which the 
ionization coefficient is equal to the attachment coefficient. E* = 7.66 kV/cm at N = 2.12 
x 10L8 cm-3 (E/N = 360 Td). The development of current pulse as the applied voltage 
increases is shown in Table 9. l. where di is the minimum distance for electrons to gain 
an energy c: = c:i. where c:i is the ionization onset energy. 
d, 
J E(z) dz = e1 
0 
(9.11) 
When the field is low (first two rows in Table 9.1) the initial electrons are attached and 
no current pulse will be observed in the external circuit within the ionization time. When 
the field E(d) just exceeds E*. the initial electrons will first grow. then be quenched due 
to the attachment in the low field region. There is a pulse of current due to the initial 
avalanche. but its value is insignificant. When the voltage is high enough. the initial 
electrons 
develop to an avalanche and a streamer (Ne > 1011 cm-3) in which space charge field 
distortion becomes significant. In the meantime. successive avalanches are produced by 
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TABLE 9.1. The development of current with increasing voltage 
E increasing initial 
avalanche 
E(O) < E* attached 
E(O) > E*. E(d) < E* attached 
E(d) > E"' Uust exceeded) developed 















photoionization. The positive ions (caused by ionization and photoionization). and the 
negative ions (caused by attachment) form a reversed space charge field that quenches all 
the avalanches or streamers. The current appears to be a pulse or several successi\'C 
pulses. The magnitude of the pulse current increases with increasing voltage. 
Figures 9.2-9.4 show the pulse current densities as a function of time at voltages 
V = 2.4-. 3.0 and 3.5 kV, respectively. The results are summarized in Table 9.2. At V = 
2.4- kV (Fig.9.2), the peak of the current density is-+ rnA/rn 2 at t = 10 ns. The current is 
of avalanche type with a single pulse. At V = 3.0 kV, the cuITent density splits to twu 
peaks (explained later): the first peak is 36.6 rnA/m 2 at t = 3.2 ns and the second 011c l -U 
mA/m 2 at t = 4.9 ns. At V = 3.5 kV, the second peak even exceeds the first one. The 
magnitude of the current density increases with increasing voltage. The current is of the 
streamer type with more than one pulse. Also. the time at which the peak occurs becomes 
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As already mentioned, Van Brunt and Leep [29] measured the positive ~nd 
negative coronas in SF6 as a function of applied voltage an<l pressure in the range l).5 -
5 atm. The pulse shapes, pulse repetition rates and pulse-height distributions are measured 
for positive coronas. However, because of the irregular occmTence of the negative 
coronas, their pulse shapes are not shown in their paper. The observed quantities are 
dependent on gas pressure, electrode diameter and gap spacing: the larger pulses arc 
usually followed by a long tail, or a burst of lower level pulses as in positive corona, or 
both ([29], p. 6597). Morrow's calculation [30] shows that the negative corona current is 
a single pulse with a very sharp front and long tail in 0 2. Morrow's study of positive 
corona in SF6 shows that the cuITent pulse is also a single regular pulse. Comparing with 
the experimental observation of Van Brunt and Leep [29], we feel that our simulatec.1 
current pulse shape is more reasonable. 
TABLE 9.2. Pulse currents at three voltages 
Y(kY) Number of Magnitude Peak time (ns) 
peaks (mA/m 2) 
2.4 l 4 10.0 
3.0 2 36.6, 14.7 3.2, 4.9 
3.5 2 90.5, 101.0 1.9, 4.3 
The total field distribution in the gap under three voltages is shown in Figs. 
9.5-9.8. At V = 2.4 kV (Fig. 9.5), before 8 ns, there is no significant fielc.1 uistortion. With 
increasing time the space charge enhances the field at both sides and weakens the field 
~ ~ 
between. At t = 12 ns, the smallest total field is Emin = 4.7 kV/cm at 0.7 mm. After 12 
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ns, the total field remains almost unchanged in a time scale of several hundred ns, but 
changes in a scale of ms as the positive inns and negative ions drift towards the 
electrodes. At voltage V = 3.0 kV. the space charge field distortion begins at 2.5 ns (Fig. 
9.6). The field disto1tion increases with increasing time up to 5.95 ns, then remains 
unchanged for several nanoseconds because no more new ions are produced after 5.S>S 
ns. The smallest total field. E111111 is only -HH) V/r.:m at Z111111 = 0.36 mm at 5.95 ns. At V = 
3.5 kV (Figs. 9.7 and 9.8), the space charge field distortion begins at t = 1.3 ns. The 
smallest total field is -1.0 kV /cm at 0.3 mm (Fig. 9.7). The negative sign means the space 
charge field at 0.3 mm at t = 7.5 ns exceeds the applied field at the same position, but 
with a reversed direction. This is because more ionization processes in a high field region 
at a higher voltage cause more positive and negative ions in a small region; the space 
charge field due to ions is very high. even higher than the applied field. The results are 
summarized in Table 9.3. With increasing voltage from 2.4 kV to 3.5 kV, the space 
charge field distort<;; the Laplacian field earlier in time. more in magnitude and closer to 
the cathode in position. This could easily be explained on the basis that the electron 












** (kV/cm) zmu1**• (mm) 
8 4.7 0.7 
2.5 0.4 0.36 
1.3 - I.() 0.30 
* t8 : the time at which space charge field distortion begins. 
* * Emin : the smallest total field. 
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Fig.9.7 Total field distribution in the gap at N = 2.12 x 1018 ·cm-3 and V = 3.5 kV. up to 
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Fig.9.8 Total field distribution in th~ gap at N = 2.12 x 1018 cm-3 and V = 3.5 kV. t from 
4.5 to 10.85 ns. (Negative Corona) 
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Figures 9.9-9.14 show the development of the initial avalanche and the successive 
avalanches at a voltage 3.5 kV. When the initial electrons are released from the cathode. 
the p1imary avalanche (#1 in Fig. 9.9) drifts toward the anode and quickly multiplies ur 
to 0.8 ns. At t = 0.9 ns, a second avalanche (#2 in Fig. 9.9) is initiated by photoionizaticrn 
and grows faster than the primary avalanche because the former (secondary avalanche) 
is in the high field region close to the cathode. At t = 1.1 ns (Fig. 9.10), avalanche #2 
exceeds# l. From 1.2 to 1.6 ns. avalanche #1 grows slowly. while #2 reaches a density 
of 10 11 cm-3 at t = 1.3 ns. Space charge field distortion is now significant (as shown in 
Table 9.3 and Fig. 9.7). At t = 1.6 ns, a third avalanche is initiated (in Fig.9.10) in the 
high field region. It should be noted that photoionization may occur in a low field region. 
but the avalanche will extinguish soon due to attachment. Only those avalanches started 
in a high field region will develop. Avalanche #2 decays as time increases. Avalanche #3 
grows from 1.6 - 1.9 ns and starts to decrease (Fig. 9.11) later because the total field in 
its region (around 0.4 mm) decreases to less than E* (Fig. 7). The maximum electron 
density of 1.4 x 1011 cm·3 at t = 1.9 ns causes the first peak of cmTent density (Fig. 9.4 
and Table 9.2). The avalanches #3 and #2 continue to decline between 2.3 and 2.8 ns 
(Fig. 9.12). then at t = 4.5 ns. there appears a fourth avalanche close to the cathode (Fig. 
9.13), which increases up to -+.3 ns. then declines. The second maximum of ekctron 
density 2.7 x 10 12 cm·3 at t = 4.3 ns corresponds to the second peak of cmTent density in 
Fig. 9.4 and Table 9.2. 
Now all the electrons are in a field region where E < E* (Fig. 9.8, t > 4.5 ns), and 
they all decrease with time and finally attach to molecules (Fig. 9.14). After 4.5 ns. there 
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Fig.9.9 Electron density distributions at N = 2.12 x 1018 cm-3 and V = 3.5 kV, t = (0.5. 
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Fig.9.11 Electron density distributions at N = 2.12 x 1018 cm-3 and V = 3.5 kV, t = (1.7, 
2.2) ns. (Negative Corona) 
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Fig.9.12 Electron density distributions at N = 2.12 x 1018 cm-3 and V = 3.5 kV, t = (2.3. 
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Fig.9.13 Electron density distributions at N = 2.12 x 1018 cm·3 and V = 3.5 kV, t = (2.9, 
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the cathode fall region. The positive ion distributions in the gap at V = 3.5 kV are shown 
in Fig. 9.15. The peak of the positive ion moves toward the cathode because at later 
stages ionization could happen only in the high field region. At t = 10.85 ns, this peak 
is 3.3 x 1012 cn/1 at 0.22 mm. After that. no more new positive ions are produced. The 
negative ion distributions are shown in Fig. 9.16. They are similar to those of positive 
ions with a slightly smaller peak at 3.1 x 10 12 cm-' at 0.24 mm at t = 10.85 ns. The net 
charge distribution at V = 3.5 kV is shown in Fig. 9.17 up to t = 2.5 ns anc.l in Fig. 9.18 
from 3.5 - 10.85 ns. Because the net charge also depends on electron density, which 
changes fast with time, the net charge distributions do not stabilize. A large positive peak 
always seems to be followed by a negative peak. This general net charge distribution 
leads to the field enhancement at both sides and the suppression of field between. In 
negative coronas, the number of negative ions have the same order of magnitude as that 
of positive ions and the summation of net charge along the whole gap is almost zero at 
the declining stage of the current pulse. 
9.4 Positive Corona in SF6 
In negative coronas in electronegative gases, there are approximately the same number 
of positive and negative ions with a small distance shift. which causes a reversed space 
charge field between the positive and negative ions and quenches the electron avalanches . 
Thus the current in the external circuit appears to be a pulse or a burst of pulses as 
studied. In positive coronas, since the electrons are absorbed by anode, the dominant ions 
are positive ions. The positive ions near the anode suppress the applied field and quench 
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Fig.9.17 Net charge density distributions at N = 2.12 x 1018 cm-3 and V = 3.5 kV. up to 
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Fig.9.18 Net charge density distributions at N = 2.12 x 1018 cm-3 and V = 3.5 kV. t = 
(3.5. 10.85) ns. (Negative Corona) 
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different. Morrow (33] studied the positive corona in SF6 at a voltage of 50 kV in a 
sphere-plane gap at 100 kPa. The computed current is a single pulse with a width of half 
maximum amplitude of - 0.3 ns. The measurement of Van Bmnt and Leep (29] showed 
that the positive corona current may be a burst of pulses. Depending on voltage, the 
negative corona may be of avalanche type with one pulse or of streamer type with a burst 
of pulses. 
To avoid tracing the long drift space over which the electrons drift from cathode 
to the point z * where the electric field approximately equals the critical field E*, 2000 
initial electrons are placed at z* at t = 0. z* at a given voltage is calculated according to 
E(z*) = E* ( 9 .12) 
z* is solved from Eqs. (9.9) and (9.12). The gap parameters are d = 0.5 cm, re= 0.05 cm, 
d1 = 0.05 cm, NZ1 = 50, NZ2 = 90, ~Z1 = 1 x 10-3 cm and ~Z2 = 5 x 10-3 cm. The 













The actual onset voltage for positive corona may be higher than 3.0 kV because in order 
that 2000 initial electrons remain at z· = 0.9 mm on their long drift path from the cathode 
(z = 4.1 mm from the cathode), the electric field should be higher, otherwise most of the 
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electrons will be attached and no initial avalanche can be initiated. Here. 2000 initial 
electrons are placed at z* to simplify the calculation. In negative coronas. the i11itial 
electrons are easily produced by cathode emission or irradiation. thus the onset voltage 
is lower than that of a positive corona. as has been observed experimentally. 
Figures 9.19-9.21 show the cuITent density as a function of time at three voltages. 
At V = 3.0 kV (Fig. 9.19) the current uensity becomes significant at 3.2 ns. reaches ;i 
maximum of 36.5 mA/m 2 at S) = -+.8 ns. Twu other peaks appear at later times: I (l.~ 
mA/m 2 at 6.1 ns and 15.5 mA/m 2 at 7.6 ns. With an increase in applied voltage to 3.5 k\' 
(Fig. 9.20), the cuITent density reaches a maximum of 47.2 rnA/m2 at ~) = 3.0 ns and a 
second peak of 36.8 mA/n/ at 5.2 ns. With further increasing voltage ( V = 4.0 kV. Fig. 
9.21 ). the maximum current Jen\ity i\ 2(J l .(l rnA/m 2 at 2.1 ns. followed by sc\'c 1·: 1I 
smaller peaks. Also. the peak becume:-i very sharp (with the peak value 
. . 
ll1CJ"c<l.'.',l llg 
disproportionably). The results a.re summarized in Table 9.5. where \ is the maximum 
peak ctment density and ~ is the corresponding time. With increasing voltage. the 
magnitude of the cuITent density increases and the peak time becomes sho1ter. 
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The shape of the cuITent pulse is similar to the experimental observation of Van 
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several tens of microseconds compared to the present duration of several nanoseconds. 
Boggs and Stone [123] also observed sub-ns cmTent pulses in SF6 • The computed current 
of Morrow [33] also showed a sub-ns pulse, but with only one peak. As discussed early. 
the shape of the current pulse depends on voltage and pressure. The total field 
distributions at 3.0. 3.5 and 4.0 kV are shown in Figs. 9.22-9.24 respectively. At V = 3.0 
kV (Fig. 9.22). the space charge field distortio11 starts at 3.5 ns. With increasing time. the 
accumulation of positive ions decreases the total field near the anode and enhances the 
field in the region away from the anode. At t = 4.5 ns, the total field at the anode 
becomes negative, indicating that the reversed space charge field exceeds the applied field 
at the anode. At this stage. electrons cannot be absorbed by the anode. and they can only 
disappear by attachment. At t = 15.5 ns, the positive ions make the total field in the 
region between anode and 0.43 mm less than the critical field E* and the electron 
avalanches are quenched through attachment. At a higher voltage of V = 3.5 kV (Fig. 
9.23). space charge field disto1tion begins earlier at 2.6 ns. After t = 3.0 ns, the total field 
at the anode becomes negative. At t = 6.0 ns, the total field in the region O - 0.68 mm 
is lower than E*, the electron avalanches and streamers are quenched. At a higher voltage 
still. V = 4.0 kV (Fig. 9.24 ). the space charge field distortion begins even earlier at t = 
1.9 ns. The total field at the anode becomes negative at t = 2.1 ns. At t = 8.8 ns, the total 
field at 1. 1 mm is lower than E*: the electron avalanches and streamer are quenched. The 
results are summarized in Table 9.6. With increasing voltage. space charge field 
distortion begins earlier and the suppressed field region extends fu1ther. lt should be noted 
that there is a region from O to Z1- where the total field is almost zero in positive corona 
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Fig.9.24 Total field distribution at N = 2.12 x 1018 cm·3 and V = 4.0 kV. (Positive 
Corona) 
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always a cathode fall region (Figs. 9 .4-9. 7), the total field at the cathode is al ways higher 
than the applied field. This difference in field distribution between positive and negative 
coronas must be fully appreciated for the proper interpretation of experimental results. 







tn ' (ns) Zi_ .. (mm) 
3.5 0...+3 
2.6 0.68 
1.9 l.] 0 
the time that space charge field distortion begins 
the region that the total field i~s lower than E* 
Figs. 9.25-9.32 show the details of the electron avalanche and streamer development at 
V = 4.0 kV. As the initial electrons are ~taned at 1 .5 mm at t = 0, the first avalanche 
drifts toward the anode (#1 in Fig. 9.25) and as it does so the number of ekctmn-" 
decreases slightly because the critical field is at z = 1.4 mm at t = CUS ns. then the 
avalanche expands a little bit at t = 0.8 ns. A ~econd avalanche (#2 in fig. 9.25 ) i.s 
sta..rted at t = 0.65 ns by photoionization at the left hand side of the initial avalanche and 
multiplies very fast in the high field region. At t = 0.8 ns, the second avalanche already 
exceeds the initial one. Between 0.8 and 1.4 ns (Fig. 9.26). avalanche #2 grows to a peak 
of 12 x 1()7 cm·3, then expands outward at t = 1.5 ns. Avalanche #1 is now negligible 
compared with #2. Avalanche #2 reaches a maximum number of electrons of 1 x 10 13 cm · 
3 at 2.1 ns. This maximum electron density corresponds to the first peak in cuITent density 
in Fig. 9.21. In the meantime. the electrons are absorbed by the anode. The accumulation 
of positive ions near the anode makes the total field near the anode drop abruptly. e.g .. 
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Fig.9.25 Electron density distributions at N = 2.12 x 1018 cm-3 and V = 4.0 kV. t = (0.05. 
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Fig.9.26 Electron density distributions at N = 2.12 x 1018 cm-3 and V = 4.0 kV. t = ( 1.0. 
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Fig.9.27 Electron density distributions at N = 2.12 x 1018 cm·3 and V = 4.0 kV, t = (2.1. 
2.6) ns. (Positive Corona) 
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Fig.9.28 Electron density distributions at N = 2.12 x 1018 cm-3 and V = 4.0 kV, t = (2.7. 
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Fig.9.29 Electron density distributions at N = 2.12 x 1018 cm-3 and V = 4.0 kV, t = (3.3, 
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Fig.9.30 Electron density distributions at N = 2.12 x 1018 cm·3 and V = 4.0 kV, t = (3.9, 
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Fig.9.31 Electron density distributions at N = 2.12 x 1018 cm·3 and V = 4.0 kV, t = (4.5, 
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Fig.9.32 Electron density distributions at N = 2.12 x 1018 cm·3 and V = 4.0 kV, t = (5.25. 
7 .0) ns. (Positive Corona) 
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at t = 2.1 ns; there is a significant region where the field is below E* in Fig. 9.24. 
Avalanche #2 begins to decline from 2.2 - 2.6 ns as shown in Fig. 9.27 and continues to 
decline in the interval 2.7 - 3.2 ns (Fig. 9.28). Diffusion of electrons within the avabnche 
can be seen from Fig. 9.27. At t = 2.9 ns (Fig. 9.28), avalanche #3 appears at a further 
position and travels toward the anode and grows from t = 2.9 - 3.6 ns (Fig. 9.28 and Fig. 
9.29). then declines after t = 3.7 ns because the field close to its center after this time 
becomes lower than E* (Fig. 9.24). Avalanche #4 starts at t = 3.3 ns (fig. 9.2 SJ) ~rnd 
grows toward the anode between 3.3 and 4.1 ns, then declines after t = 4.2 ns (Fig. 9.30). 
Between 4.5 and 5.0 ns (Fig. 9.31). avalanches #5 and #6 grow. After 5.25 ns (Fig. 9.32) 
all avalanchea retard due to the space charge field suppression and are quenched at t = 
7 ns. The multiple peaks in the current pulses are due ~to the development and retardation 
of successive avalanches (or streamers). It is interesting that the new avalanche always 
starts at the cathode side of the previous avalanche in a positive corona con-esponc.ling to 
the total field distribution. except that the second secondary avalanche is on the anode 
side of the initial avalanche because at the early stage, space charge distortion is 
negligible. This sequence of development is opposite to that of negative coronas. which 
is another major difference between positive and negative coronas. 
Figure 9.33 shows the positive ion distribution along the gap at various times. 
~ ~ ~ 
The ions extend farther into the gap while the peak increases with time up to 8.8 ns. The 
negative ions (Fig. 9.34) are insignificant for times less than 2.25 ns because most of the 
electrons are absorbed by the anode. After 2.10 ns, the field at the anode becomes 
negative (Fig. 9.24) and electrons disappear only by attachment. thus negati vc inns 
become noticeable. The net charge distributions a.re shown in Fig. 9.35 for t < 2.5 ns anc.1 
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111 Fig. 9.36 for t > 2.5 ns. The positive inns are the dominant species in the positive 
corona as seen from Fig. 9.36. while in the negative corona. there is a peak of positive 
ions followed by a slightly smaller peak of negative ions ( Fig. 9.17, Fig. 9.18). This is 
the third difference between positive and negative coronas. The positive net chargG 
dete1mines that the total field is suppressed near the anode and enhanced in the rest of 
the gap. 
9.5. Conclusions 
The current pulses at various voltages are simulated and are found to have more than one 
peak. This agrees with the experimental observation. The current lasts several 
nanoseconds depending on the voltage. The de\'eloprnent of electron avalanches due t() 
ionization and photoinnization are displayed in great detail. The quenching of the 
electrons at later stages is due to the space charge field suppression. Also the positive and 
negative ions. net charge distributions and space charge field distortions are studied 111 
detail. When the positive and negative coronas are compared. the differences are: 
a. Total field distribution: the total field is depressed near the anode and enhanced 
in the rest region in the positive corona. whereas it is enhanced near both thG 
anode and the cathode and depresseu between in the negative corona. 
b. The initiation of successive avalanches occurs at the cathode side of the pre\'ious 
avalanche (cathode directed) except that the second secondary avalanche is on the 
anode side of the initial avalanche (first anode directed) in positi\'e corona. 
whereas for negative polarity they are cathode directed. 
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c. Ion species: the negative ions are of negligible magnitude compared to positive 
ions in the positive corona, while there are an appreciable number of positive ions 
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CHAPTER 10 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
10.1 Conclusions 
The present work is a direct effort to develop a generalized method for the study of gas 
discharges in as wide a range of parameters as possible. The electron swarm parameters, 
such as d1ift velocity, mean energy, diffusion coefficient. ionization and attachment 
coefficients, are obtained for gases in uniform fields by both Monte Carlo method and 
Boltzmann equation analysis. The gases considered are N2 , 0 2, air, mercury vapour and 
SF6 and covers a wide range of E/N not considered in previously published literature. 
The influence of a magnetic field, perpendicularly to the electric field, with a 
focus on the influence on ionization coefficient transverse and perpendicular velocities, 
has been studied by Monte Carlo method as a practical application of a magnetically 
controlled thyratron. The equivalent reduced electric field is a good approximation for 
mean energy, collision frequency and ionization coefficient if the approp1iate collision 
frequency is used to calculate the EREF. 
The non-equilib1ium behaviour of electrons in nonunifonn fields is investigated 
in SF
6
• The ionization and attachment coefficients are sensitive to the non-unifonnity of 
the field, while other parameters are relatively insensitive. This is significant in 
nonunifo1m field and high pressure breakdown 'UCh as streamer and corona discharges. 
The streamer formation and propagation in SF6 is simulated by Monte Carlo 
method in which the photoionization is included as a secondary source of electron 
multiplication and the space charge field is calculated according to the Poisson equation. 
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The simulated streamer shape explains for the first time the experimental observation in 
SF6• There are one or more dark spaces existing between cathode and anode, due to 
photoionization and space charge field enhancement, before the whole gap is brightened 
in SF6• 
Negative and Positive corona discharges are also studied in SF6• Because of the 
non-uniformity of the applied field and the distortion of the space charge field. the 
Poisson equation is solved on a sub-unifo1m cell to improve the accur:.icy. The 
development of electron avalanche is due to the ionization and photoionization in the high 
field region, while the quenching of the avalanches is due to the space charge field 
suppression. Also, the accumulations of positive and negative ions are studied in detail 
and compared in different voltage polarities. The tf1enretical analysis of streamer and 
corona discharges has the advantage that it avoids the equilibrium assumptions used by 
other authors. 
10.2 Suggestions for Future Research 
l. Extending the Monte C.ufo simulation from one dimension to two/three 
dimensions in space in streamer and corona discharges. This will improve the 
accuracy of space charge field calculation. 
2. Measming the photoionization rate in several gases. Because photoionization is a 
key point in streamer breakdown mechanism. the accurate values of 
photoionization rate in various gases are important. 
3. Combining the Monte Carlo method with Boltzmann equation analysis, to save 
CPU time for a Monte Carlo method and improve the accuracy of a Boltzmann 
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equation analysis. 
4. Tracing the run-away electrons in gas discharges. using Monte Carlo method to 
follow the run away electrons and study the effect of x-ray radiation and the 
bombarding of those high energy electrons on anode. 
5. Extending the Monte Carlo simulation to a leader breakdown. Because of the 
complexity of leader breakdown. there is no complete theory to expbin the 
phenomena in a leader breakdown. 
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